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TThe continued support from the Shenmue fan base constantly 
surprises me. I have had the pleasure of knowing (and meeting) die-
hard fans from all across the world and the passion they have shown 
has always been awe-inspiring. The experiences I have shared over the 
last 20 years and the friends that I have made along the way, are a true 
testament to this series that we all hold dear, and resonate with me on 
a deep emotional level. For the best part of 15 years we had made our 

voices heard, and at E3 2015, our dreams were forever realised. With that much love and support 
for something with which we all truly connect, we have again proven that anything is possible!

So here we are now, over 20 years on from the original game's worldwide release, and it is 
staggering to comprehend how far we’ve come since those early days of the little old Dreamcast. 
As we continued Ryo’s journey with Shenmue III at the end of 2019, and are revisiting the 
adventure in animation form in the not-too-distant future, we are once again trying to be heard 
by getting behind the prospect of a Shenmue IV. We will see this adventure through to the end, 
and with Shenmue’s biggest fan, its creator Yu Suzuki, at the helm, we all trust that his vision will 
be attained. Shenmue literally changed my life, Shenmue II enriched it, and Shenmue III finally 
allowed it to continue out of this strange Shenmue fan's time vortex of wonder and anticipation. 

With Shenmue World, we want to drive home the passion of 
the fans who have stood by the series for so long, and take 
you through a journey with each issue, highlighting fan 
contributions, sharing community spotlights, and 
bringing interesting history and information on the 
series as a whole. You can expect a whole host of 
features, articles, interviews, fan art and more 
within the pages that follow. We hope that this 
serves as an enjoyable read, and a companion for 
all of our efforts and love for the Shenmue series. 
Together you helped make this magazine exist; 
without your support you would not be reading 
this now.

For that, I would like to personally and 
sincerely thank you all.

Keep friends, those you love, close to you...
James Brown, Shenmue Dojo Co-Owner - December 2020

FOREWORD:FOREWORD:
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WELCOME TO:WELCOME TO:

Hello, and welcome to the premier issue of Shenmue World: a brand new Hello, and welcome to the premier issue of Shenmue World: a brand new 
unofficial fan magazine made by Shenmue fans, for Shenmue fans!unofficial fan magazine made by Shenmue fans, for Shenmue fans!

Each issue will be filled with contributions from fans from all across the globe. Each issue will be filled with contributions from fans from all across the globe. 
We are excited to be able to share the talent of the community in these very We are excited to be able to share the talent of the community in these very 
pages, to be archived for all of eternity; a bible of fantastic Shenmue content.pages, to be archived for all of eternity; a bible of fantastic Shenmue content.

Brought to you by Shenmue Dojo, Brought to you by Shenmue Dojo, 
(the original Shenmue resource) (the original Shenmue resource) 
the team has curated some of the team has curated some of 
the best Shenmue fan content the best Shenmue fan content 
from over the last two decades to from over the last two decades to 
squeeze into each issue!squeeze into each issue!

This project first became a reality after an idea which stemmed from a fan This project first became a reality after an idea which stemmed from a fan 
mentioning to Phantom River Stone blog-post writer Switch, that he should mentioning to Phantom River Stone blog-post writer Switch, that he should 
publish some of his fantastic posts. Together we brainstormed, and Shenmue publish some of his fantastic posts. Together we brainstormed, and Shenmue 
World was born. So it will be of no surprise that you can expect some of World was born. So it will be of no surprise that you can expect some of 
Switch’s Shenmue blog posts to be featured within these issues, and it’s quite Switch’s Shenmue blog posts to be featured within these issues, and it’s quite 
exciting to think that just a somewhat passing comment actually brought this exciting to think that just a somewhat passing comment actually brought this 
magazine into existence.magazine into existence.

Moving forward, we hope that Shenmue World will become the pioneer Moving forward, we hope that Shenmue World will become the pioneer 
magazine for every Shenmue fan’s collection. Whether you are new to the magazine for every Shenmue fan’s collection. Whether you are new to the 
series or not, we will strive to give each issue a wide variety of content that series or not, we will strive to give each issue a wide variety of content that 
anyone will enjoy.anyone will enjoy.

100% UNOFFICIAL FAN MAGAZINE100% UNOFFICIAL FAN MAGAZINE
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“...a bible of fantastic “...a bible of fantastic 
Shenmue content.”Shenmue content.”

There is already an endless supply of great Shenmue content to cover that There is already an endless supply of great Shenmue content to cover that 
deserves to be exhibited - and what better way than on a high-quality deserves to be exhibited - and what better way than on a high-quality 
printed magazine to hold and cherish forever.printed magazine to hold and cherish forever.

If you are reading this now, you helped to make this magazine exist by If you are reading this now, you helped to make this magazine exist by 
supporting it over on Kickstarter. With the amazing response we not only supporting it over on Kickstarter. With the amazing response we not only 
met our £6,500 goal to make this magazine a reality - you guys smashed it! met our £6,500 goal to make this magazine a reality - you guys smashed it! 
This has allowed us to add more extras, and make the whole magazine that This has allowed us to add more extras, and make the whole magazine that 
little bit extra special. So from the bottom of our hearts, THANK YOU!little bit extra special. So from the bottom of our hearts, THANK YOU!

WANT TO SUBMIT CONTENT WANT TO SUBMIT CONTENT 
FOR FUTURE ISSUES?FOR FUTURE ISSUES?

If you are a Shenmue content creator, we would love to feature your work in a If you are a Shenmue content creator, we would love to feature your work in a 
future issue! Please get in touch with us by either:future issue! Please get in touch with us by either:

• • Visiting the Shenmue Dojo Forums > Shenmue World section Visiting the Shenmue Dojo Forums > Shenmue World section 
and posting a topic or commentand posting a topic or comment

• • Contacting us via our social media platforms, either directly Contacting us via our social media platforms, either directly 
or tagging us in a post so that we can view itor tagging us in a post so that we can view it

• • Emailing us at : Emailing us at : 
• • shenmuedojooffshenmuedojooff§§icial@gmail.comicial@gmail.com  or    or  shenmueworldmag@gmail.comshenmueworldmag@gmail.com
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Watercolor artworks created by Uncle clutchWatercolor artworks created by Uncle clutch
@kurokumoclutch@kurokumoclutch

      PLEASE TURN OVER

 THE DAY THE SNOW TURNED TO RAIN...
Shenmue Introduction Comic by Keith Rowsell
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COMIC Created and designed by keith rowsellCOMIC Created and designed by keith rowsell
@FlaxorRowsell@FlaxorRowsellTO BE CONTINUED...TO BE CONTINUED...
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Ryo Hazuki

Sex:Sex:
Blood Type:Blood Type:
Age:Age:
Zodiac:Zodiac:

    Birthday:    Birthday:
    Height:    Height:
    Weight:    Weight:

MaleMale
00
1818
SagittariusSagittarius

 Nov. 29 Nov. 29
 5’9” 5’9”
 143 lbs. 143 lbs.

He is the main character and hero of this story. Ryo was born and raised at the 
Hazuki (Bukan) Dojo in Yokosuka by his father after his mother died of an illness 
when he was three years old. Apart from Ine-san, the live-in housekeeper and 
Fuku-san, his father’s student, his father Iwao was Ryo’s only living relation. Until, 
of course, Lan Di murdered his father. 

Ryo began training in the Hazuki Style of jujitsu when he was very young. Ryo’s 
training enabled him to grow into a very strong young man, both physically and 
mentally. Although he harbors a strong love and devotion to the martial arts, he 
hasn’t expressed much interest in succeeding his father as master of the dojo. He is 
well behaved, and knows how to handle himself in a fight. 

Consequently, he’s well known in the neighborhood of Yokosuka. Rather stubborn 
and competitive to a fault, he tends to act impulsively rather than think a situation 
through logically. A good example of this is the fact that despite knowing how 
Nozomi Harasaki feels about him, he hides his feelings and acts indifferently 
towards her.
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Hazuki Residence

The house was built in an old traditional style from sturdy Japanese cypress and 
cedar more than 100 years ago, but its durability is such that no repairs have yet 
been needed to its roof or tiles, and it conceals within it the construction techniques 
of the good old days. 

The house was formerly a discontinued temple belonging to the chief priest, and 
has been built in a traditional, formal style. 

The grand entrance gate is a remnant of its time as a temple. The rooms inside the 
house were also at first divided only by Japanese-style sliding doors and screens, but 
currently a number of the rooms have been renovated to have doors fitted.

The grounds of the Hazuki residence are spacious, as befits their temple origins. A 
pond has been dug in the garden, around which various types of greenery have been 
planted. 

During the time of Iwao’s ancestors, counting back four generations, the main hall 
underwent alterations and started to be used as a dojo, with the permission of 
the chief priest. The dojo itself is of a robust construction thanks to the abundant 
quantity of solid, high-quality cedar that was used.
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SERIES SERIES 
OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
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SHENMUE ISHENMUE I
Shenmue follows the story of Ryo Hazuki in 1986 Japan, in search for answers after Shenmue follows the story of Ryo Hazuki in 1986 Japan, in search for answers after 
witnessing the murder of his father by a mysterious man known as Lan Di. witnessing the murder of his father by a mysterious man known as Lan Di. 

The game was written, produced and directed by Yu Suzuki, who pioneered the open The game was written, produced and directed by Yu Suzuki, who pioneered the open 
world genre by creating a fully-breathing and immersive world with a full day / night world genre by creating a fully-breathing and immersive world with a full day / night 
time system where characters had their own daily schedules. The game featured time system where characters had their own daily schedules. The game featured 
real-time weather effects based on real-world meteorological data from the time, real-time weather effects based on real-world meteorological data from the time, 
and fully-voiced non-player characters, and made QTEs (quick time events) a popular and fully-voiced non-player characters, and made QTEs (quick time events) a popular 
addition to games going forth.addition to games going forth.

The game also featured a fully-interactive arcade, comprising some of Yu Suzuki’s The game also featured a fully-interactive arcade, comprising some of Yu Suzuki’s 
classic SEGA arcade titles, and a fighting system based on Yu Suzuki’s own Virtua classic SEGA arcade titles, and a fighting system based on Yu Suzuki’s own Virtua 
Fighter engine.Fighter engine.

The game was released on 4 discs, with the first 3 discs containing the story of the The game was released on 4 discs, with the first 3 discs containing the story of the 
game and the 4th disc allowing the user to connect to the internet and delve deep game and the 4th disc allowing the user to connect to the internet and delve deep 
into the lore of the world, with detailed character profiles, information on all of the into the lore of the world, with detailed character profiles, information on all of the 
locations of Yokosuka, and much, much more! This disc was coined “Shenmue Passport”, locations of Yokosuka, and much, much more! This disc was coined “Shenmue Passport”, 
and was a treasure trove of additional information.and was a treasure trove of additional information.
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US Shenmue was a special edition of the first Shenmue which was released only US Shenmue was a special edition of the first Shenmue which was released only 
in Japan, and allowed Japanese fans to experience the North American dubbed in Japan, and allowed Japanese fans to experience the North American dubbed 

release of the game. This meant that it contained full English dialogue while release of the game. This meant that it contained full English dialogue while 
also supporting Japanese subtitles. also supporting Japanese subtitles. 

US SHENMUEUS SHENMUE
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Shenmue II continues where the first game left off. Ryo arrives in Hong Kong Shenmue II continues where the first game left off. Ryo arrives in Hong Kong 
in pursuit of his father's killer with only one clue to aid him: a letter from in pursuit of his father's killer with only one clue to aid him: a letter from 
Master Chen containing an invitation to meet a master known as Lishao Tao. Master Chen containing an invitation to meet a master known as Lishao Tao. 
Along the way Ryo will meet new friends and foes alike, taking him from the Along the way Ryo will meet new friends and foes alike, taking him from the 
unfamiliar city of Wan Chai, to the seedy underbelly of Kowloon, and finally to unfamiliar city of Wan Chai, to the seedy underbelly of Kowloon, and finally to 
the tranquil region of Guilin.the tranquil region of Guilin.

Originally released for the SEGA Dreamcast, and then later on Microsoft’s Originally released for the SEGA Dreamcast, and then later on Microsoft’s 
Xbox console. Due to exclusivity rights obtained by Microsoft, the North Xbox console. Due to exclusivity rights obtained by Microsoft, the North 
American Dreamcast version was cancelled. Because of this, no English dub was American Dreamcast version was cancelled. Because of this, no English dub was 
recorded for this version, so the European Dreamcast release instead featured recorded for this version, so the European Dreamcast release instead featured 
the original Japanese audio with English, French and Spanish subtitles.the original Japanese audio with English, French and Spanish subtitles.

Like the original Shenmue, Shenmue II was developed by Sega AM2 and directed Like the original Shenmue, Shenmue II was developed by Sega AM2 and directed 
by Yu Suzuki. Some of Shenmue II was developed in tandem with the first by Yu Suzuki. Some of Shenmue II was developed in tandem with the first 
Shenmue, giving the games the title of the most expensive video game ever Shenmue, giving the games the title of the most expensive video game ever 
developed at the time.developed at the time.

SHENMUE IISHENMUE II
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Shenmue II for Microsoft’s Xbox was released Shenmue II for Microsoft’s Xbox was released 
in 2002, bringing some slight improvements in 2002, bringing some slight improvements 
to the overall experience. The most significant to the overall experience. The most significant 
difference was the inclusion of a full English difference was the inclusion of a full English 
dub, with Corey Marshall reprising his role as dub, with Corey Marshall reprising his role as 
Ryo Hazuki from the first game. Ryo Hazuki from the first game. 

Also added were two new gameplay features:  Also added were two new gameplay features:  
a Snapshot mode for taking pictures to store a Snapshot mode for taking pictures to store 
on the Xbox’s hard disk and an adjustable on the Xbox’s hard disk and an adjustable 
image filter to alter the colour of the game image filter to alter the colour of the game 
(black & white, sepia etc). The graphics were (black & white, sepia etc). The graphics were 
improved by the Xbox’s more advanced improved by the Xbox’s more advanced 
hardware, such as improved water effects and hardware, such as improved water effects and 
bloom lighting. The lengths of the load times bloom lighting. The lengths of the load times 
were also slightly reduced, Dolby Digital 5.1 were also slightly reduced, Dolby Digital 5.1 
support was added for the game’s cutscenes, support was added for the game’s cutscenes, 
and the frame rate now ran at a much more and the frame rate now ran at a much more 
consistent 30 frames per second.consistent 30 frames per second.

SHENMUE II XBOXSHENMUE II XBOX
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Shenmue III was released in November 2019, with a huge 18 year gap Shenmue III was released in November 2019, with a huge 18 year gap 
between its release and the previous installment, Shenmue II. It was between its release and the previous installment, Shenmue II. It was 
developed by YS Net, produced by Shibuya Productions and published by Deep developed by YS Net, produced by Shibuya Productions and published by Deep 
Silver for Windows and PlayStation 4.Silver for Windows and PlayStation 4.

The story continues where the second game left off, in 1980’s Guilin, The story continues where the second game left off, in 1980’s Guilin, 
China, with Ryo now on a quest to find out about Shenhua’s missing father, China, with Ryo now on a quest to find out about Shenhua’s missing father, 
whilst still on the hunt for the man that murdered his father: Lan Di. Some whilst still on the hunt for the man that murdered his father: Lan Di. Some 
familiar friends and foes await Ryo as he journeys from the rural Bailu familiar friends and foes await Ryo as he journeys from the rural Bailu 
Village to the sprawling port town of Niaowu.Village to the sprawling port town of Niaowu.

Like the previous Shenmue games, the game consists of open-world Like the previous Shenmue games, the game consists of open-world 
environments interspersed with brawler battles and quick time events. environments interspersed with brawler battles and quick time events. 
It features a day-and-night system, variable weather effects, non-player It features a day-and-night system, variable weather effects, non-player 
characters with daily schedules, and various minigames.characters with daily schedules, and various minigames.

SHENMUE IIISHENMUE III

As well as a standard collector's As well as a standard collector's 
edition release of Shenmue III, edition release of Shenmue III, 
Limited Run Games also released Limited Run Games also released 
their own limited-run Collector's their own limited-run Collector's 
Editions of the game, featuring a Editions of the game, featuring a 
wealth of bonus items. Below is wealth of bonus items. Below is 
their Complete Edition, featuring their Complete Edition, featuring 
all content and DLC on disc, as well all content and DLC on disc, as well 
as unique items distinct from those as unique items distinct from those 
in the original Collector's Edition.in the original Collector's Edition.
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At the June 2015 E3 conference, At the June 2015 E3 conference, 
following years of speculation, following years of speculation, 
Yu Suzuki launched a Kickstarter Yu Suzuki launched a Kickstarter 
campaign to crowdfund Shenmue III, campaign to crowdfund Shenmue III, 
with Sega having licensed Shenmue with Sega having licensed Shenmue 
to Yu Suzuki’s company Ys Net. The to Yu Suzuki’s company Ys Net. The 
campaign met its initial target campaign met its initial target 
of $2 million in under eight hours, of $2 million in under eight hours, 
making it the fastest Kickstarter making it the fastest Kickstarter 
campaign to reach that amount. It campaign to reach that amount. It 
ended in July 2015 having raised ended in July 2015 having raised 
over $6 million, setting records as over $6 million, setting records as 
the highest-funded video game and the highest-funded video game and 
the sixth highest-funded campaign the sixth highest-funded campaign 
in Kickstarter history. in Kickstarter history. 

Ys Net developed Shenmue III Ys Net developed Shenmue III 
with several key members of the with several key members of the 
original Shenmue development original Shenmue development 
team, including director Yu Suzuki, team, including director Yu Suzuki, 
sub-director Keiji Okayasu, writer sub-director Keiji Okayasu, writer 
Masahiro Yoshimoto, character Masahiro Yoshimoto, character 
designer Kenji Miyawaki, composer designer Kenji Miyawaki, composer 
Ryuji Iuchi and programmer Tak Ryuji Iuchi and programmer Tak 
Hirai. Masaya Matsukaze and Hirai. Masaya Matsukaze and 
Corey Marshall also reprised their Corey Marshall also reprised their 
roles as the Japanese and English roles as the Japanese and English 
voices of Ryo respectively. The voices of Ryo respectively. The 
game uses Unreal Engine 4, which game uses Unreal Engine 4, which 
Yu Suzuki said allowed the team to Yu Suzuki said allowed the team to 
build prototypes quickly.build prototypes quickly.

KICKSTARTERKICKSTARTER
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Riding on the coattails of Shenmue III, SEGA brought the original two games to modern Riding on the coattails of Shenmue III, SEGA brought the original two games to modern 
systems with developer d3t Ltd at the helm of the development. The games featured a systems with developer d3t Ltd at the helm of the development. The games featured a 
host of updated features, and found release on PS4, Xbox One and Steam. host of updated features, and found release on PS4, Xbox One and Steam. 

After Shenmue III’s successful Kickstarter project, Yu Suzuki stated that he strongly After Shenmue III’s successful Kickstarter project, Yu Suzuki stated that he strongly 
wanted Shenmue I and Shenmue II to be remastered to let newcomers play the original wanted Shenmue I and Shenmue II to be remastered to let newcomers play the original 
two games and be prepared for Shenmue III. This would also preserve the Shenmue series two games and be prepared for Shenmue III. This would also preserve the Shenmue series 
and make it more accessible to both new and old fans.and make it more accessible to both new and old fans.

A limited edition box set including a double CD soundtrack for both games was also A limited edition box set including a double CD soundtrack for both games was also 
released exclusively in Japan.released exclusively in Japan.

FEATURESFEATURES
• • Full 1080p 16:9 ResolutionFull 1080p 16:9 Resolution
• • Modern and classic controlsModern and classic controls
• • Modern HD User interfaceModern HD User interface
• • English and Japanese voiceEnglish and Japanese voice
• • English, Japanese, German, French, English, Japanese, German, French, 

Chinese and Korean subtitlesChinese and Korean subtitles
• • Saves can be carried over from Saves can be carried over from 

Shenmue to Shenmue II on all Shenmue to Shenmue II on all 
platformsplatforms

• • Save anywhere in both gamesSave anywhere in both games
• • AchievementsAchievements

SHENMUE I & IISHENMUE I & II
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Due to a delay in releasing Shenmue in Japan, anyone Due to a delay in releasing Shenmue in Japan, anyone 
who pre-ordered the game was given a demo on who pre-ordered the game was given a demo on 
the original intended release date. This demo disc the original intended release date. This demo disc 
features a playable portion of Dobuita, although not features a playable portion of Dobuita, although not 
all of it is accessible. You play as Ryo much like you all of it is accessible. You play as Ryo much like you 
would in the full game, only instead of searching for would in the full game, only instead of searching for 
clues on his father’s murder, Ryo is actually looking clues on his father’s murder, Ryo is actually looking 
for Mr Yukawa, who was the senior managing for Mr Yukawa, who was the senior managing 
Director of SEGA at the time.Director of SEGA at the time.

WHAT’S SHENMUEWHAT’S SHENMUE

Another edition of the disc was given Another edition of the disc was given 
away in Famitsu, a Japanese gaming away in Famitsu, a Japanese gaming 
magazine. The only difference between the two is that the magazine. The only difference between the two is that the 
Famitsu version has an orange cover, as opposed to a blue cover. A VHS with early footage of Famitsu version has an orange cover, as opposed to a blue cover. A VHS with early footage of 
Shenmue, also called What’s Shenmue, was released as well. The footage included the now-Shenmue, also called What’s Shenmue, was released as well. The footage included the now-
infamous bicycle, which Ryo is seen getting on and riding along the streets of Dobuita.infamous bicycle, which Ryo is seen getting on and riding along the streets of Dobuita.

SHENMUE THE MOVIESHENMUE THE MOVIE
Shenmue the movie was officially released January 20th, 2001 in select Shenmue the movie was officially released January 20th, 2001 in select 
theatres in Japan. It contains a ninety-minute compilation of the major theatres in Japan. It contains a ninety-minute compilation of the major 
storytelling cut scenes from the game played in chronological order, along with storytelling cut scenes from the game played in chronological order, along with 
battle scenes played by expert players. The movie was later released in the West battle scenes played by expert players. The movie was later released in the West 
as a bonus DVD included with the Xbox version of Shenmue II.as a bonus DVD included with the Xbox version of Shenmue II.
In Japan, the movie was also In Japan, the movie was also 
released on both standalone DVD released on both standalone DVD 
and VHS media. This particular and VHS media. This particular 
DVD release featured a bonus DVD release featured a bonus 
theatrical trailer of the movie, theatrical trailer of the movie, 
an advert for the VHS release, an advert for the VHS release, 
and a making-of video for a and a making-of video for a 
Shenmue II advert. The making-of  Shenmue II advert. The making-of  
is a fun 16-minute segment with is a fun 16-minute segment with 
Matsukaze and Hagiwara, who Matsukaze and Hagiwara, who 
voiced Ryo and Ren respectively.voiced Ryo and Ren respectively.
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Shenmue Online was an announced Shenmue Online was an announced 
MMORPG where players participated in MMORPG where players participated in 
scenarios from Shenmue II.scenarios from Shenmue II.

In 2004, Shenmue Online was announced In 2004, Shenmue Online was announced 
to be developed in joint venture between to be developed in joint venture between 
Sega Japan and JC Entertainment of Sega Japan and JC Entertainment of 
Korea.Korea.

Players would join one of three clans, Players would join one of three clans, 
led by Shenhua, Xiuying and Ren, and go led by Shenhua, Xiuying and Ren, and go 
through the story by completing tasks through the story by completing tasks 
given by the leaders. During the course given by the leaders. During the course 
of the story, each clan interacts with of the story, each clan interacts with 
one another in both friendly and hostile one another in both friendly and hostile 
situations with Lan Di and Ryo making situations with Lan Di and Ryo making 
appearances in those situations as well.appearances in those situations as well.

Yu Suzuki stated that the game would Yu Suzuki stated that the game would 
take place not only in Hong Kong andtake place not only in Hong Kong and
China, but Macau as well and appeared China, but Macau as well and appeared 
happy when asked what players would be happy when asked what players would be 
able to do there.able to do there.

Shenmue Online’s world was due to be Shenmue Online’s world was due to be 
much bigger than the home versions, much bigger than the home versions, 
including over 1200 buildings/locations, including over 1200 buildings/locations, 
and it would be possible for each player to and it would be possible for each player to 
have his or her own house. have his or her own house. 

While never officially cancelled by SEGA, While never officially cancelled by SEGA, 
it is presumed to have been cancelled it is presumed to have been cancelled 
around 2007.around 2007.

SHENMUE ONLINESHENMUE ONLINE
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SHENMUE CITYSHENMUE CITY
Shenmue City was a game in the Shenmue City was a game in the 
Shenmue series released for mobile Shenmue series released for mobile 
phones in Japan. The game was phones in Japan. The game was 
conceived by series creator Yu Suzuki as conceived by series creator Yu Suzuki as 
a way of relaunching the game franchise. a way of relaunching the game franchise. 
It was announced in late 2010 for cell It was announced in late 2010 for cell 
phones and also for PCs, but only a cell phones and also for PCs, but only a cell 
phone version was released. The game phone version was released. The game 
was discontinued in late 2011. was discontinued in late 2011. 

The main character is a follower of Ryo The main character is a follower of Ryo 
Hazuki and is guided by him to explore, Hazuki and is guided by him to explore, 
attempt quests, and grow strong attempt quests, and grow strong 
through battle. Characters from other through battle. Characters from other 
Shenmue games make appearances as Shenmue games make appearances as 
well, and much of the original Shenmue well, and much of the original Shenmue 
plot is retold.plot is retold.

Shenmue City was first conceivedShenmue City was first conceived
when Yu Suzuki noted the popularity of when Yu Suzuki noted the popularity of 
Mafia Wars, a social game designed for Mafia Wars, a social game designed for 
mobile phones. He formed a plan that if mobile phones. He formed a plan that if 
the game was a success, its popularity the game was a success, its popularity 
could be leveraged to make another could be leveraged to make another 
mainline Shenmue game.mainline Shenmue game.

Yu Suzuki stated in an interview with Yu Suzuki stated in an interview with 
Famitsu that he wanted to explore the Famitsu that he wanted to explore the 
series without very expensive graphics or series without very expensive graphics or 
sound elements like the original game. The sound elements like the original game. The 
games beta began on September 21, 2010 games beta began on September 21, 2010 
on Japanese content provider DeNA’s on Japanese content provider DeNA’s 
Yahoo! Mobage mobile gaming platform. Yahoo! Mobage mobile gaming platform. 
On October 7, 2010, Shenmue City was On October 7, 2010, Shenmue City was 
also announced for the PC as a browser-also announced for the PC as a browser-
based game with a winter 2010 release based game with a winter 2010 release 
date, but was never released. The game date, but was never released. The game 
shut down on December 26, 2011.shut down on December 26, 2011.
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Studio: Telecom Film Animation and Sola EntertainmentStudio: Telecom Film Animation and Sola Entertainment
Director: Chikara SakuraiDirector: Chikara Sakurai

Executive Producer: Yu SuzukiExecutive Producer: Yu Suzuki
Release: 2021 (date TBC)Release: 2021 (date TBC)

Where to watch: AdultSwim & Crunchy RollWhere to watch: AdultSwim & Crunchy Roll

General InformationGeneral Information

SHENMUE THE ANIMATIONSHENMUE THE ANIMATION
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Shenmue World contributor Keith Rowsell has Shenmue World contributor Keith Rowsell has 
joined the team working on Shenmue the Animation, joined the team working on Shenmue the Animation, 
and we’re super excited for him! Everyone over here and we’re super excited for him! Everyone over here 
at Shenmue Dojo is really looking forward to seeing at Shenmue Dojo is really looking forward to seeing 

how the Animation shapes up!how the Animation shapes up!

An anime television series of Shenmue was announced on September 4, 2020 An anime television series of Shenmue was announced on September 4, 2020 
at the virtual Crunchyroll Expo. The series will be directed by Chikara Sakurai at the virtual Crunchyroll Expo. The series will be directed by Chikara Sakurai 
with its original video game creator Yu Suzuki serving as executive producer. with its original video game creator Yu Suzuki serving as executive producer. 
It will be animated by Telecom Animation Film with production management It will be animated by Telecom Animation Film with production management 
handled by Sola Entertainment. The series will contain 13 episodes (covering handled by Sola Entertainment. The series will contain 13 episodes (covering 
all of Shenmue 1 and most of Shenmue 2) and will air English-dubbed on Adult all of Shenmue 1 and most of Shenmue 2) and will air English-dubbed on Adult 
Swim’s Toonami programming block and streamed by Crunchyroll.Swim’s Toonami programming block and streamed by Crunchyroll.

OverviewOverview

After he witnesses his father’s murder at the family dojo, Ryo dedicates his life After he witnesses his father’s murder at the family dojo, Ryo dedicates his life 
to finding the man responsible – a mission that takes him from the streets of to finding the man responsible – a mission that takes him from the streets of 
Yokosuka, Japan to the sprawling metropolis of Hong Kong, and beyond. Soon Yokosuka, Japan to the sprawling metropolis of Hong Kong, and beyond. Soon 
he’ll learn that larger, mystical forces are at play as he trains to become the he’ll learn that larger, mystical forces are at play as he trains to become the 
ultimate martial artist in his quest for revenge.ultimate martial artist in his quest for revenge.

SynopsisSynopsis
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SOUNDTRACKSSOUNDTRACKS
Over the years there has been quite an abundance of different soundtracks for the Shenmue series. 
Up until recently, the majority of them were only available in Japan. Here is a brief overview of each:

Shenmue Original SoundtrackShenmue Original Soundtrack
Released only in Japan, this soundtrack 
features 2 incredible CDs of music 
from Shenmue. First editions of this 
soundtrack also came with a piece of 
celluloid film featuring part of a scene 
from the game.
Released: 23rd March 2000

Shenmue Orchestra VersionShenmue Orchestra Version
Released over 8 months before Shenmue hit the shelves in 
Japan, this soundtrack features only full orchestra tracks 
from the games. “Waves of Morning Haze” can be found on 
this soundtrack, prior to it first appearing in Shenmue 2!
Released: 1st April 1999

Shenmue JukeboxShenmue Jukebox
This album was released alongside the launch of Shenmue 
in Japan, being bundled with the game's Limited Edition. 
This edition held the game case and the soundtrack case 
with an extra slip cover. When Shenmue launched in the 
US, a Limited Edition version was also released and this 
soundtrack was bundled with it too.
Released: 24th December 1999

Mini CDsMini CDs
A number of 80mm mini CD singles were available 
to pick up in Japan, each with a different set of 
songs. The Shenmue Premiere single was handed to 
attendees of the Premiere event on 20th December 
1998. There are two variants of this disc, one plain 
and one that reads “Merry Christmas”.  Kuming, a 
Japanese idol at the time, released a promotional CD 
single called “You’re my only...”. This CD was released 
the day before Shenmue's originally-scheduled Japan 
release date, on 4th August 1999.
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Shenmue I & II SoundtrackShenmue I & II Soundtrack
Released as part of the Limited Edition release of Shenmue I & II in 
Japan, this soundtrack features 2 CDs of music from both Shenmue 
games, with a disc per game. This would mark the first time that Shenmue 
2 received a dedicated soundtrack release!
Released: 22nd November 2018

DATA002: ShenmueDATA002: Shenmue
Comprising a selection of 13 tracks across both sides, 
this fantastic vinyl record of the Shenmue 1 soundtrack 
was released in 2015 by DATA DISCS, and included a 
lithograph art print of the cover. The “disc” came in three 
versions, classic black, translucent blue and a limited 
edition translucent blue ‘colour in colour’ 
effect. The record has so far been re-
pressed twice, and is currently available 
to buy in translucent light blue.
Originally Released: Sept 2015

DATA023: Shenmue IIDATA023: Shenmue II
Following on from their 2015 release of the original 
Shenmue score, DATA DISCS recently announced 
their debut vinyl release of Shenmue II. Again three 
versions are available, with the limited edition this 
time being in light translucent green and orange, 
alongside a translucent green 
and a classic black version. This 
time around, two lithographic 
art prints are included. 
Releases: Jan 2021

DATA DISCS Shenmue SlipcaseDATA DISCS Shenmue Slipcase
Designed to hold both the Shenmue & Shenmue II 
releases from DATA DISCS, this 
slipcase is a must buy for fans that 
have picked up both records!
Releases: Jan 2021
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Shenmue III OST - KickstarterShenmue III OST - Kickstarter
During Shenmue III's Kickstarter project, any pledge at the $250 tier or 
above included this CD Soundtrack, and this also carried over into the 
Shenmue III Slacker Backer campaign.
Released: November 2020

Limited Run Games Shenmue 3 OST ReleasesLimited Run Games Shenmue 3 OST Releases
In a collaboration between YS Net, Brave Wave Productions 
& Limited Run Games, a collection of Shenmue 3 soundtracks 
was announced on October 24th 2020, with pre-orders going 

live November 20th. Below are all of these upcoming releases.

Shenmue III Original Soundtrack Music SelectionShenmue III Original Soundtrack Music Selection
Available on double 150g 12” vinyl, this abridged edition features 
33 of the most iconic tracks in Shenmue III. It comes in a gate-
fold cover and includes a booklet with liner notes (in both English 
and Japanese) by Yu Suzuki and other members of the Shenmue 
community, as well as archival artwork.

Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Vol. 1: Bailu VillageShenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Vol. 1: Bailu Village
This 5-LP abridged set features 82 tracks that play in the first half of 
Shenmue III, which takes place in Bailu Village. Comes in a top-lid 
box with liner notes and archival artwork.

Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Vol. 2: NiaowuShenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Vol. 2: Niaowu
This 6-LP abridged set features 113 tracks that play in the second 
half of Shenmue III, which takes place in Niaowu. Comes in a top-
lid box with liner notes and archival artwork.

Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Complete Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Complete 
CollectionCollection
This unprecedented 11-LP 150g 12” vinyl set features all 194 
tracks in their complete glory, combining the vinyl from Vol. 1 
and Vol. 2 into one comprehensive set. All 11 records are housed 
in a gorgeous sturdy flip-top box set with liner notes and archival 
artwork. A limited edition with an exclusive A4 poster signed by 
Shenmue creator Yu Suzuki was also available.

Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Complete Collection (CD)Shenmue III The Definitive Soundtrack Complete Collection (CD)
This edition comes on 6 CDs, housed in a special box with a complete booklet 
of liner notes (in both English and Japanese) by Yu Suzuki and other members 
of the Shenmue community, as well as archival artwork.
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SHENMUE DOJO SHENMUE DOJO 
HISTORY:HISTORY:
PART 1PART 1
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AA  ndy Bandos. Andy is a name that 
everyone in the Shenmue community should 
know. It’s so hard to imagine today that all 
Shenmue fans had during the turn of the 
millennium, in regards to online Shenmue 
news and information, was via major news 
outlets such as IGN, Gamespot, and various 
general fan sites created to cover video games 
in general. The internet was still primitive, a 
wasteland, an exciting frontier where anyone 
with some coding and design knowledge 
could pitch their own individual stake, and 
lay claim to their newly acquired blank canvas 
within the World Wide Web.

The Shenmue Dojo is the oldest, and longest 
running Shenmue dedicated site still active 
on the internet today, and whilst the entire 
Shenmue community has grown beyond what 
anyone could ever have imagined, it’s important 
to us here to go back to the very beginning of 
where this all began.  One person, one game, one 
small idea that would go on to touch millions of 
people over the course of time since its creation 
in 2000. Thank you, Andy for starting it all.

In the fall of 2000, Shenmue had been available 
in Japan for around 8 months, and as customary 
it was back in those days, news began appearing 
thick and fast in the Western world’s video game 
magazines. Official Dreamcast Magazine, both 
UK and US editions, began to grace their issues 
with mouth-watering screen-shots and news 

articles covering Yu Suzuki’s latest and most 
ambitious video game ever, and it was these very 
issues where Chicago based Andy Bandos began 
to get hooked.

With that, the idea was set in motion, and the 
birth of a Shenmue-centric, online website was 
born just days after the US release of Shenmue 
on November 14th, 2000. “Ryo’s Place” was the 
first incarnation of what would become the 

“Shenmue Dojo”. Designed with a red and black 
theme (popular with most new internet sites 
from that era, due to the desire of wanting to 
“stand out”) and a bulletin layout, Ryo’s Place 
demonstrated 2 key principles right at the very 
beginning: the latest news on all things Shenmue 
related, and the building of a community.

Shenmue World is a magazine founded by the team here at Shenmue 
Dojo. It goes without saying that virtually every Shenmue fan will 
have at some point visited the Shenmue Dojo website or forums. Here 
we present you with Part 1 of the history of the site, and its origins. 
This piece was originally written and published by Peter Campbell, 
the Dojo’s previous owner, and my close personal friend. Thank you 
for bringing us this amazing time capsule of information and taking 
us all back to the year 2000 again. All images were sourced via 
Wayback Machine. 

James Brown

Ryo’s Place First Design Ryo’s Place First Design 

“I read the magazine article over and over, but I was disappointed not to find much of anything online. 
GameSpot and IGN had very few details. I figured I could use my newly acquired web design talents to 

make something better.” - Andy Bandos – Team Yu “Community Spirit”, 2016.
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The first 2 weeks of the site's opening saw Andy 
begin to add anything and everything Shenmue 
related to the site, including the history of 
Shenmue, chart position of the newly released 
title, and gathering various reviews from both 
printed and online sources. Along with keeping 
the site as up to date as possible with Shenmue 
related content, Andy simultaneously reached 
out to build connections with other sites on the 
net at that time. 

Developing affiliations with other sites was a 
tactical strategy used to not only grow your own 
site at the time, but to also help others grow 
along with your own, and the first site to affiliate 
with Ryo’s Place was “Outpost Sega”. Whilst 
other affiliates would be achieved in the future, 
Outpost Sega was not just influential with being 
the first affiliate of Ryo’s Place, but on 16th 
December 2000, they allowed Ryo’s Place to 
have their defunct ikonboard forums, and thus 
the first interactive fan community was born. 

Within a month, Andy had set up one of the 
world’s first Shenmue fan sites, as well as a 
community forum where fans could register 
and share their love for this new Shenmue video 
game.

The original site address of Ryo’s Place was 
“ryoshenmue.cjb.net”, and with changing to 
“ryosplace.com”, the site began to take shape. 
Daily additions from Andy included reviews, 
previews, images, music, movies, character 
descriptions, wallpapers, history, hints, secrets, 
cheats, archives, articles, merchandise, staff 
page, and an FAQ page, Not content with just 
site content, the affiliates list began to build up; 
Outpost Sega, Dreamcast Source, Pure Games, 
Hardcore Gamers, The Super Sonic Zone 
(TSSZ), SegaEye, DC UK, Sega Centauri and 
Total Dreamcast. 

There was no resting on laurels for Andy and 
Ryo’s Place, as the site continued to add in-
depth content throughout the beginning of 
2001, in preparation for the release of the hotly 
anticipated sequel, Shenmue 2, on the Sega 
Dreamcast. A new site design was revealed 
consisting of a maroon, silver and black colour 
palette (images unavailable at this time), and 
more interaction was encouraged on the site. 
The forums were being used to discuss all things 
Shenmue, seeing daily members increase the 
community growth, and with the introduction 
of polls, quizzes fan art and articles, new staff 
were required to come on board to help Andy 
maintain Ryo’s Place to its high standard. 

ShenmueWeb, The Great TC, 
and Ryo were brought on board 
as site contributors.

Throughout March and April, the 
news was pouring in regarding 
Shenmue 2, and Ryo’s Place 
continued to be the first site with 
screen-shots, news and updates. 
It was in the latter half of April 
that year when it was decided 
that Ryo’s Place should have a 
name change, and whilst the exact 
date of the change cannot be 
pinpointed, Andy had renamed 
Ryo’s Place as the “Shenmue 
Dojo”. A full site and forum 
rebranding began to take place, 
with the forum header reading, 
“enter the Dojo as a gamer… exit 
a Shenmue master!”.

First Ryo’s Place ForumsFirst Ryo’s Place Forums
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May and June of 2001 served as a testing period 
of time, with the site focusing as much on 
itself as on Shenmue news. The newly-named 
Shenmue Dojo was going through a bit of a 
design change, with Shenmue Dojo v1.5 and 
v2.0 taking centre stage in regards to the site's 
priorities. With no Shenmue II at E3 2001, 
more time was dedicated to revamping the site, 
with new staff members Creative Control and 
xZiBiT, Andy announced on May 20th 2001, 
that the team would be taking another giant 
step in redesigning the site. 

Entitled “Shenmue Dojo Ver. 3.0”, the new site 
design was revealed on June 14th 2001. It still 
retained the original Ryo’s Place site's red-and-
black colour scheme, but with a new banner 
and a more user-friendly style.  Since the new 
design was complete, attention then returned 
to developing the site's content, including the 
addition of the Shenmue Passport features 
into its own designated section, cataloguing 
all new Shenmue II information, and keeping 
the community interactivity high, with more 
weekly polls, quizzes, and a new mailing list 
feature. Greater forum participation was 
encouraged with continued promotion, as 
well as the addition of new sub-forums for 
members to broaden their conversations.

July and August saw a few tweaks here and 
there to the site's design, including a change in 
the site's logo font, banner imagery and various 
sidebar additions to help keep visitors up to date 
with the latest Shenmue II news. 

December 4th was the scheduled 
release date for Shenmue II in the US, 
and the Shenmue Dojo was the place 
to go for all the latest news, screen-
shots and more! Whatever you could 
think of in relation to Shenmue, Andy 
and his team had worked hard to pack 
the site full of all Shenmue content 
imaginable. The list included: story, 
history, music, QTEs, wallpapers, 
Yu Suzuki section, Shenmue the 
Movie, reviews, characters, screens, 
environments, cheats, guides, FAQ’s, 
Passport section, previews, movies, 

forums, chat room, Shenmue RPG (site text 
based adventure), Shenmue humour, online 
games, quizzes, mailing list, weekly poll, links 
and even an online store! (As best this author 
can tell, it was a link to purchase Shenmue 
related goods.)

Despite all of the great work being conducted 
on the new Shenmue Dojo site, bad news was 
beginning to filter from Japan, that the Western 
Shenmue II Dreamcast release would not have 
an English voice re-dubbing. 

Shenmue DOJO Main Site v3.0Shenmue DOJO Main Site v3.0

Shenmue Dojo v3.0 ForumsShenmue Dojo v3.0 Forums
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The game would be shipped with the in-game 
characters voiced by the original Japanese 
recording artists, however it would have English 
subtitles. This disappointment resulted in the 
Shenmue Dojo introducing a process to the fans. 
A process which would take on a greater life in 
many years to come: a campaign. The petition 
began on September 2nd 2001, and just four 
days later, Sega of America confirmed that the 
western release of Shenmue II for the Sega 
Dreamcast would be voiced entirely in Japanese 
with English subtitles.  Created by staff member 
ShenmueWeb, G-REVS2 (Gamers Requesting 
an English Version of Shenmue II) the first 
Shenmue orientated online petition raised 
a total of 1276 signatures before the games 
European release, and for a site with just over 
200 members at that point, it certainly was not a 
bad turnout of support for that time.

Whilst we all know how that played out in 
the grand scheme of things, it’s important to 
acknowledge at this early stage of the Shenmue 
community how awareness of combining voices 
would have the potential to change the status 
quo, and correct the course that something is 
currently on.

With the excitement growing and content 
raining down like a wet day in Dobuita, XziBiT 
was made co-webmaster alongside Andy, to help 
with the site. It was at this time, however, that  
Shenmue fans were hit with some more bad 
news: Shenmue II would not be released for the 
Dreamcast in North America, despite Europe 
seeing a full release. It would later come to light 
that Microsoft had purchased the rights for a 
North America release, as a new title to feature 
on their Xbox console. The backlash was so 
severe, the then President and COO of Sega of 
America, Peter Moore, issued a public apology 
on November 1st 2001.

2002 had arrived, and a lot of things had 
changed at the Shenmue Dojo, moving into its 
v4.0 stage. 

The site had migrated over to the Gamespy 
servers, under their Planet Xbox network. 
Offering a wide range of services from FTP 
support, bandwidth increases, forum support 
and others, it was a smart move, and allowed the 
site to reach more people around the world.

First Shenmue-Related Online PetitionFirst Shenmue-Related Online Petition

“I think my interests were starting to wander into other games and hobbies, but I felt an obligation to 
keep the site alive because of all the great people who enjoyed it…” 

Andy Bandos – Team Yu “Community Spirit”, 2016.
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A new site design had arrived, and was the 
first to break away from the original palette of 
red and black from Ryo’s Place. The new site 
retained the black background of the original 
site, but replaced the red shade with a more 
relaxed maroon look. The site also had a change 
of personnel to go with the newly-developed 
look. Andy was still the owner of the site, along 
with XziBiT filling the role of co-webmaster. 

Despite the exit of Creative Control and 
ShenmueWeb, Andy had found help 
in the form of new site webmasters, 
HellRaiser and ex Shenmue – Yokosuka 
site owner, Iwao Hazuki. It was at this 
time that it was noticeable how much 
Andy was less active on the site due to 
various reasons, and that HellRaiser 
had taken the mantle of running the site 
in his absence.

The forum had also received a huge 
makeover, with its own dedicated 
banner, as well as a fully in-depth layout 
powered by Forum Planet. The growth of the 
forums was at its highest point, with over 1100 
members by June of 2002. The depth of the 
forum community had been transformed, from 
a couple of forums orientated around Shenmue, 
to a full spread of sub forums to pique anyone’s 
interests. From Shenmue to anime, games 
consoles to sport, the new forums were a place 
where a Shenmue fan didn’t just have to discuss 

Shenmue anymore. They could discuss whatever 
topics they felt they were into and enjoyed. 

The main site, however, didn’t have that much in 
the way of Shenmue II (Xbox) news. That didn’t 
stop Andy and HellRaiser adding a consistent 
level of content to the Shenmue Dojo. Both fan 
art and Shenmue media were piled into the site, 
as everyone waited on more substantial news on 
Shenmue II for Microsoft’s Xbox. 

It was at this point, on 16th September of 2002, 
that things really began to seem like all was not 
well behind the scenes at the Shenmue Dojo. 
A notice was posted on the site's main page 
by Andy, asking for anyone who would like to 
work for the Shenmue Dojo. The reason for the 
recruitment of new staff was cited by Andy as 
being because “HellRaiser and I didn’t see eye 
to eye on most things, so he decided to quit”. A 
staff member quitting isn’t usually a big deal, 
but in this case, HellRaiser decided to delete all 
of the content he had uploaded to the site. On 
almost every page of the Shenmue Dojo, broken 
links and imagery were rampant, and Andy just 
could not manage it all himself. Criteria was 
put forward, and the hunt for new staff was 
underway.

Just under a week later, the application process 
for new staff had ended, and the relevant 
candidates selected to become part of the Dojo 
staff, but this news would take a back seat to 
an even bigger piece of news that would affect 
the future of the Shenmue Dojo, and the wider 
community from this point on. HellRaiser had 
“returned to the Shenmue Dojo”, but in the 
words of Andy, “he was not just my business 
partner, but in the end, he is my replacement."

Shenmue Dojo Main Site v4.0Shenmue Dojo Main Site v4.0

First Game spy Planet Xbox ForumsFirst Game spy Planet Xbox Forums
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“I’ve decided that there is no one on this planet 
that would do a better job of keeping up the 
Shenmue Dojo’s success and great reputation 
for quality than HellRaiser. He’s probably put in 
more hours than I have, and I’ve been doing this 
for more than double the time he has. Therefore, 
I have given the site to him”.

That was that. After almost 2 years at the helm 
of the first online Shenmue site and community, 
Andy Bandos had given the site, his baby, to 
new webmaster, HellRaiser. Questions still exist 
to this day as to exactly what were the details 
surrounding the exchange, from “was Andy 
moving on, and less interested in Shenmue?” to 
“did HellRaiser blackmail the site from 
Andy with the media he deleted due to a 
falling out?”. No one seems to really know, 
and it’s not the opinions of this author 
that matter. What matters was Andy 
had created something that was loved by 
many, and his inspiration from his creation 
would live on, decades after he gave up his 
site. For that, we will always be thankful. 

It was from this point on that all site 
updates were carried out by HellRaiser. 
Shenmue II on the Xbox was released in 
October 2002, and a plethora of content 
was uploaded to the site, from images, 
videos, dedicated sections to Project 
Berkley, What’s Shenmue, reviews, polls, 
fan art, music and more. Throughout the 
festive period of 2002 and into 2003, 
content was continually added to the site 
under the direction of HellRaiser, but it 

was the first half of 2003 that would see the 
biggest change to the entire Shenmue Dojo 
brand since its creation. 

On 22nd April 2003, the main site was taken 
down and replaced with a placeholder image of 
Ryo and Shenhua, seen at the end of Shenmue 

II. Forum members were 
quick to voice their opinion, 
and on 30th April 2003 a 
new iconic look for the Dojo 
was introduced. Featuring a 
completely new site design 
and forums hosted on the 
dynamic4.gamespy servers, the 
black background remained, 
accompanied with a green 
theme, new banner, layout and 
font. 

Forum member count had 
risen to just under 2500 in 

April, and would continue to steadily rise with 
each and every month. It was at this point that 
the forums were at their largest, and most active 
thus far in the site's history. With TWENTY 
sub forums, new posts were made across all of 
them on a daily basis, and a shift in the site's 
main outlet could be observed.

The Iconic “Green” Dojo ThemeThe Iconic “Green” Dojo Theme

Final Days of the Old Dojo ForumsFinal Days of the Old Dojo Forums
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Along with a new site owner and additional staff 
brought on board, the Shenmue Dojo website 
began to go in the opposite direction to the one 
the Shenmue series was heading in. As the new 
forums began to take shape through topics being 
created by its members, design tweaks would be 
continuously worked on by the staff, including 
HellRaiser, Bysby2k3, LanDC and Master 
Baihu. They also worked on articles for the main 
site's news section, documenting any and all 
Shenmue related news. 

From a Shenmue-related standpoint, this would 
mark the true beginning of any sort of major 
news drying up completely, with nothing much 
to report on outside of the odd mention here 

and there. Attention turned to Yu Suzuki, and 
what he was getting up to. With the internet 
a relatively new thing and more limited than 
what it is today, gathering new information 
from around the world would prove a lot more 
difficult, and harder to figure out just what Yu 
Suzuki’s role was within the gaming industry. 

Throughout the year, Bysby2k3 would continue 
to build upon the new design of the forums, by 
adding new features including emoticons, search 
bars, quick reply feature, small mini games, 

music, custom titles, online status, and varying 
discussion areas. 

Whilst starting off on phpBB 1, the forums 
would quickly be upgraded to version 2.0, which 
they would remain on for years to come. At 
this point also, despite a change in hands of the 
site's ownership, original staff members Andy 
and Iwao Hazuki retained their administrator 
positions. Any rumblings behind the scenes at 
this point were not on view for the general public 
to see, and all of the original members who had 
joined since the creation of the original site 
and forums back in 2000 created new accounts 
and made the jump into the new future of the 
Shenmue Dojo over the summer of 2003. 

Despite things seemly in a good place for the site 
from a public standpoint, drama and the Dojo 
have always gone hand in hand. If any sort of 
animosity from the site changing hands from 
Andy to HellRaiser was put on the back-burner 
at the time, it would soon begin to manifest 
itself in the worst possible way over the coming 
months. 

Despite not exactly knowing the circumstances 
of how the site's ownership changed hands, 
tensions were further escalated in June 2003, 

New Shenmue Dojo Forum Design by Bysby2k3New Shenmue Dojo Forum Design by Bysby2k3

“Welcome to Shenmue Dojo’s grand redesign, months of work has finally paid off with a complete makeover. 
The makeover is not only for the design but includes the forums as well, members can now choose between two styles, 

either the Dragon or the Phoenix. All this wouldn’t be possible without the help 
from our new staff member Bysby2k3 and the rest of the dojo crew.” - 

HellRaiser – Main Site News Archive: May 2003
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when some board members began to notice that 
the domain name (shenmuedojo.com) appeared 
to have lapsed, and not renewed by Andy. As 
best can be worked out, the lapse was the result 
of an unreliable web hosting company Andy 
used to purchase the domain, and they had let 
him down through means of communication, as 
well as seemingly being bought out by another 
company. 

In July, HellRaiser (under the guise of an alias 
account, TheArchfiend) confirmed that the 
domain did indeed have a new owner, a Mr Gary 
Lam. A kung-fu teacher based in Hong Kong, 
the consensus was that he somehow got hold 
of the domain. This led forum administrator 
Bysby2k3 to secure a new domain, shenmuedojo.
net, as a replacement for losing out on the .com 
domain. 

Also in the summer of 2003, the age-old forum 
trend began to raise its ugly head, of  “us versus 
them”. Internet forums will always have staff, 
and there will always be cries of dictatorship 
practices and unfair decisions. With the forums 
rising in popularity and new members joining by 
the day, inevitable arguments would take place 
on a more frequent basis, with some feeling that 
any warnings or bans handed out by the staff 
were uncalled for and unnecessary. Forum staff 
are usually recruited based on the necessary 
qualities they demonstrate, including a level-
headed nature, resilience and patience, but with 
everyone always having a different opinion, any 
actions taken by the staff in any circumstance 
will always result in an “us versus them” debate. 

2003 was no different with staff already having 
to bring the excitement down, and an adolescent 
rebellious streak already being seen in some 
members, new and old. Topics began to get 
deleted and warnings given out without any 
real explanation as to why. As a result, members 
would take to the General Discussion forums 
to ask questions as to why, as well as sometimes 
vent their anger and disagreement. Whilst some 
animosity was directed towards site moderators, 
some chose to direct their anger at the higher-
ups, as well as site owner HellRaiser himself. 

In addition to that, in mid August, the site's 

original creator, Andy, as well as Iwao Hazuki 
both had their staff administration positions 
stripped, causing uproar on the forums. The 
drama scale became broken very quickly as news 
would begin to drip feed out of just what had 
happened. Was this a decision by HellRaiser? 
Was it because Andy had lost the .com domain? 
Who carried out the decision and removed 
their board status? Alongside this, long-term 
members (considered friends by others) would 
also be straight-up banned, foregoing a “3 
warning equals a ban” system that had been put 
in place by the board administrators. Seen as an 
abuse of power, this also added fuel onto an ever 
growing fire that would rise to out-of-control 
levels between staff and members in the weeks 
to come. 

Any sort of happiness or positive energy that the 
new site had was suffocating fast, as members 
began to highlight the toxic and depressing 
atmosphere that had descended over the niche 
community. As a result of this, members began 
openly stating that they were leaving, and as one 
domino fell, it caused a chain reaction for others 
to fall along with it. 

As the year progressed and animosity grew, an 
incident with some members changing their 
forum signatures to throw some abuse at the site 
owner led to multiple bannings, as well as a full 
account deletion. Internet forums usually have 
unwritten laws, and one of them is regardless of 
how bad things can get, the complete deletion 
of an account should never happen. But the 
deletion of a member who was well-liked did 
happen, and if any sort of uproar had taken 
place previous to this, it was now about to blow 
all out of proportion considerably, changing the 
Shenmue community landscape completely.  A 
concoction of removing the original creator from 
the staff, banning liked members, and appointing 
unfair and quick-tempered staff meant that 
hateful attention began to turn fully on site 
owner,  HellRaiser.

In addition to this, it also seemed that the new 
owner was the one making the decisions on 
forum bannings as well as account deletions, 
overriding the staff put in position to deal with 
such issues. 
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Posting under the alias account of “The 
Archfiend”, HellRaiser was quoted as saying, 
“I own the site… I can do whatever I want”, in 
private messages exchanged at the time.  A lot of 
topics from that time have also been completely 
deleted from existence, so piecing the history of 
the site has been a little bit more difficult at this 
point. In the interests of transparency, there may 
be a discrepancy or debate in regards to some of 
the issues, depending on what side you look at 
it from. 

If one or two people were seen leaving in the 
past, it was nothing compared to November 
2003, which saw a mass exodus of members 
due to the running of the forums. In response 
to this, Andy created a separate site, ironically 
called Ryo’s Place, for the members who were 
fed up with how the Shenmue Dojo was being 
ran. More and more people began to spread the 
link to Ryo’s Place across the Shenmue Dojo 
forums, however lines were drawn between 
people who wanted to leave, and people who 
wanted to remain loyal to the site and stay. As 
members came and went between the Shenmue 
Dojo forums and Ryo’s Place, 2003 ended with 
questions hanging over every aspect of the 
brand. 

If the forums could be described as a toxic mess 
at this time, it would be remiss not to say that 
the site's main page and media section were 
quite the contrary. Despite HellRaiser’s forum 
presence (or lack thereof ), the main site was 
constantly being updated with new Shenmue 
content. Not content from an official standpoint 
as Shenmue had begun to essentially die from 
a media standpoint around this time, but with 
fan-developed modifications to the Dreamcast 
games, images, music and video ripping. 

With help from LanDC, each month saw 
various additions to the site's Shenmue database, 
including various Shenmue-related translations 
such as the Project Berkley documentary, 
Shenmue III theories, beta location discoveries, 
character swapping, magazine articles and any 
Shenmue related mentions in the media. 

These were few and far between, but the 
Shenmue Dojo was establishing itself as the 

place to go to for any and all Shenmue related 
news and media.

Apart from Yu Suzuki now heading a new 
internal studio called DigitalRex, Shenmue news 
was light on the ground for the first half of the 
year. 

On the forums however, things were as active as 
ever. Since flame wars were prone to beginning 
at any given moment, extra moderators were 
brought on to help keep order on the boards. 
Alongside additions to the staff at ground 
level, higher up the ranks saw one of the 
administrators, Master Baihu let go from his 
position due to behind-the-scenes conflicts 
still rumbling on. Back then, all of us were of a 
younger age, so the specific reasons could only 
be chalked up to childish infighting, but the 
end result was that a new administrator was 
required, and in typical Dojo fashion, it didn’t 
go smoothly. Troublemakers have always been a 
part of internet forum culture, and the Shenmue 
Dojo was no exception.

Main News Page - March 2004Main News Page - March 2004
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Due to whatever reason, one known 
troublemaker was appointed to the vacant 
administrator position and once again, the fire 
was well-and-truly lit to burn incessantly.  If 
the removing of liked staff member Master 
Baihu wasn’t enough to enrage forum members, 
the appointment of Louis by HellRaiser to a 
temporary admin position was seen as both an 
insult to the recently-let-go admin, as well as a 
threat on the site itself. 

Many members questioned why a known 
troublemaker, who had attacked the boards in 
the past with obscene images and instance of 
alleged hacking, was given such a powerful role 
on the site. They were in complete uproar once 
again, and it wasn’t long before their concerns 
were validated.

Despite only being in the position for a few 
days, damage was done to the forums. The Junk 
Forum, a forum where members could have fun 
and spam away without posts contributing to 
their post count, was completely deleted. On top 
of that, there were reports of Louis hacking into 
the site, disabling all administrators, banning 
members at will, deleting posts and random 
topics throughout the boards.

After a few days of working behind the scenes, 
order was restored to the forums, and the 
Junk Forum reinstated thanks to a backup 
of the site. In the coming months, long term 
member WhiteShadow was appointed as a new 
administrator of the site, soon followed by a 
democratically-voted intake of fresh moderators. 
Stability seemed to have returned to the forums 
just in time for August 3rd when out of the blue, 
Shenmue Online was confirmed by Korean 
online games company, JC Entertainment. 

For once the forums went into meltdown again, 
but this time for the right reasons. A new 
Shenmue game announced brought new hope to 
the site, with an influx of visitors bringing the 

total of registered members past the 2000 mark. 
Of course Shenmue Online was a great new 
development in terms of the Shenmue franchise, 
but as many fans were quick to highlight, it was 
not Shenmue 3. Also, the game was announced 
as only having a planned release schedule for 
Korea and China, meaning any Shenmue fans in 
the West would not currently have the chance to 
even play it. 

The rest of the year was spent trying to 
translate any articles and public showings of the 
MMORPG, from various events such as Tokyo 
Game Show in September and information 
published on the Shenmue Online official 
website.

In terms of the general climate of the forums, 
things settled down, with attention turning 
back to Shenmue, taking precedence over petty 
arguing and flame wars. The main site was 
updated accordingly with news on Shenmue 
Online, including the latest images that were 
released, interviews with Yu Suzuki, as well as 
still staying on top of music capturing from the 
original games. 

In terms of forum administration, grumblings 
about the management continued throughout 
the summer, with calls for more moderation 
in the Junk Forum, as well as the addition of 
a private “Sanctuary” forum, deeming some 
members better than others if they were invited 
to join. A new warning/banning system was 
also enforced by new admin WhiteShadow, 
which will draw criticism on any internet forum 
from its members, and a by-product of that will 
always be regular criticism of the modding staff, 
which once again raised its ugly head. 

Another criticism which came to be around this 
time was one that would go on to cause issues 
for the site for many years to come: site crashes.

“I feel this is the perfect time to re-organize these forums and chose Louis to help me out. Now I know your probably 
thinking I lost my mind promoting him to Admin but I believe this will be for the better.”

HellRaiser – “Changes…” topic: February 2004
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Over the years the Shenmue Dojo would be 
a quiet-enough forum which would not have 
been too demanding on its hosting servers. But 
when a new Shenmue game is announced and 
site traffic increases, it can result in the numbers 
being too much for the site's hosting company 
to handle. 2004 saw the number of visitors 
to the site rise sharply, and there were times 
throughout the rest of the year where the site 
would go down.  

Things could not be at peace on the forums 
during this time, and for reasons unknown, 
Louis was unbanned and allowed back onto 
the forum, despite the havoc and drama 
caused earlier in the year. This time, even 
the moderators were not having it, and he 
was banned within hours of returning, with 
posting obscene nudity on the forums as well as 
antagonising both members and staff. 

With Shenmue Online in development, visitors 
continued to register on the forums, taking the 
total amount of members past 2500. If people 
were signing up to keep up-to-date with any 
influx of Shenmue Online news, it would be fair 
if they were to feel a little disappointed. 

The first half of 2005 brought very little news of 
the MMORPG, with fans left to speculate what 
the game would be like, as well as debate if it 
should be Shenmue III that was in development 
instead.                

Main site updates focused more on adding 
various Shenmue media to the ever-growing 
list of sections the site was building, as well 
as highlighting various fan projects including 

theories, music videos and art. The 
forums in general were at relative 
peace also. Despite the usual 
adolescent spat now and then, there 
were no major upsets or incidents 
throughout the year. Both Shenmue 
and the Dojo seemed to be heading 
in the right direction for once, and 
on August 23rd, members got as 
close as they could to some sort 
of Shenmue III confirmation as 
possible.

Kikizo was an influential 
entertainment and games media 
outlet, created in 1996 by Adam 
Doree. Over the course of those 10 
years, the brand did indeed have 
a level of credibility to believe the 

majority of information they published was 
indeed genuine and reliable. They had conducted 
many interviews with prolific gaming figures 
such as Satoru Iwata, Yuji Naka, almost every 
major figure at Sega Japan, as well as western 
developers such as Peter Molyneux, J Allard and 
Ed Fries. Years prior, site owner HellRaiser and 
administrator LanDC had kept in touch with 
Adam, developing a relationship and checking in 
every now and again to see if he had picked up 
any relevant Shenmue information during his 
travels. It was in August that excitement started 
to build, with rumblings that good news was on 
the horizon for Shenmue fans, and on August 
23rd 2005, the infamous Adam Doree Kikizo 
Shenmue III article came to be.

Main News Page - 2004Main News Page - 2004

“Just let me stress again that Kikizo/Adam Doree are very reliable. Adam has a rather long history in reporting 
videogame news, and he’s definitely not the kind of person to post info unless it’s examined thoroughly. So trust us, 

there’s no need to disbelieve what Adam says.”
LanDC – “Shenmue III Ready for Next-Gen” topic: August 2005 
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Whilst the article was not any sort of official 
confirmation of Shenmue III, “Exclusive: 
Shenmue 3 Ready for Next-Gen” was an article 
that set fire to the Shenmue community at that 
point in time. Citing a source that was “authentic 
and reliable”, Adam detailed exactly where 
Shenmue III stood at that time, what was going 
on behind the scenes, and what exactly had been 
completed from a development standpoint. 

The overall point of the article was that a huge 
amount of work had already been completed, 
and that it was just awaiting some sort of 
manufacturing deal, to know which platform to 
begin porting it to. The source cited, “360 looks 
most likely, but we shall see what the future 
brings”.

Naturally the reactions on the Shenmue Dojo 
forums were as close as you could get to any sort 
of official Shenmue III announcement from Sega 
themselves. The topic would go on to be the 
biggest ever seen in the Shenmue forums, with 
both old and new members jumping to voice 
both their elation, and apprehension to the news. 

Despite the article specifying no developmental 
schedule or release date, fans naturally turned 
their attention to the next major gaming event 
on the calendar, Tokyo Games Show 2005. 
When the event brought no Shenmue III news, 
the tidal wave of positive emotion that was seen 
as a result of the Kikizo article began to subside, 
with various interviews with Yu Suzuki

confirming his focus was still Shenmue Online, 
and that there were currently no plans for 
Shenmue III.

A backlash of sorts began to take shape against 
Adam and the Kikizo publication, with Adam 
himself releasing a response, reiterating the 
information in his article was indeed genuine, as 
well as the point they had made how Yu Suzuki 
would not directly be involved in the upcoming 
Shenmue III project. 

With his personal fuelled response, as well as 
essentially refuting what Yu Suzuki himself had 
said, fans began to feel like Adam had a bit of 
a chip on his shoulder, with some sarcastically 
asking if Adam Doree knew more than Yu 
Suzuki when it comes to Shenmue III. This 
reaction from forum members was enough for 
the Kikizo editorial director himself to register 
on the forums to protest his reliability and 
professionalism, resulting in a bitter back-and-
forth with some members. 

The remainder of the year saw the debate about 
Kikizo's article continue, with no real news or 
interviews to help tip the scales in any favourable 
direction.

Whilst the member amount for the site kept 
growing, now surpassing 3000 at this point, it 
wasn’t until February of 2006 when Shenmue 
fans got another interview with Yu Suzuki, 
ironically, conducted by Kikizo. 

The Infamous Kikizo TopicThe Infamous Kikizo Topic
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If fans were hoping for some in depth 
clarification on Kikizo's previous article 
regarding how Shenmue III was ready for the 
next generation of consoles, then they would be 
sorely disappointed. 

The interview was a general interview, going 
over Suzuki-san's career, his current projects, 
and the state of the gaming industry in general. 
If anything, the interview just raised more 
questions about Kikizo's original article, and 
didn’t offer any new revelations or carrot-on-a-
stick like teases. The only real positive that could 
be taken from the article was a dispelling of the 
idea that Shenmue Online was dead. According 
to Yu Suzuki at the time, the project was still 
powering onward, with the Shenmue creator 
stating that he was “working hard on it”. 

It would be around this time when both 
Shenmue and the Shenmue Dojo would begin 
to quieten down, and enter into a dark era, 
where little to no news would come to light. 
Even any sort of major forum drama would 
subside. Without any major updates to publish, 
HellRaiser and LanDC would continue to add 
to the site's Shenmue media database, with high-
resolution screenshots, wallpapers, userbars and 
more. 

The history of Shenmue Dojo continues next issue!The history of Shenmue Dojo continues next issue!

Mains News Page - February 2006Mains News Page - February 2006

TO BE CONTINUED.
History Section originally written 
and published by Peter Campbell.

@ShenmueGuru@ShenmueGuru
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OFFICIAL DREAMCASTOFFICIAL DREAMCAST
MAGAZINE NOV 1999:MAGAZINE NOV 1999:

ED LOMAS SHENMUE PREVIEWED LOMAS SHENMUE PREVIEW

(Copyright ©Dennis Publishing)
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“I met Yu Suzuki a few times and he was a character. 
Very cool, very open... he would sit chain-smoking 
cigarettes, so each time I had to interview him outside. I 
recorded this interview with him on my MiniDisc player 
and I think it went wrong part-way through so I lost a 
load of the recording, so I think I was a bit short of quotes 
even though we spoke for ages. I remember him telling 
me he was working on a new OutRun game but I wasn’t 
allowed to print that, and he wanted to have Ferraris 
in it (OutRun 2 came out a few years later I think). I 
did the interview in an outside area at the Tokyo Game 
Show and I’d just bought a Shenmue artwork booklet 
from the SEGA stand and got him to sign that. I’ve still got it somewhere. Virtua Fighter 2 and 
Virtua Racing are two of my favourite games ever so I was nervous about meeting him but he was 
very relaxed and happy to chat, so that made it easy. The other thing I remember is I wanted the 
magazine cover to look like a vending machine but the publisher wanted a girl on it, and picked the 
girl who isn’t even in Shenmue (is she? I can’t remember) because she had cleavage. To be honest, it 
probably sold a lot better than my cover would have.”

Back in 1999, the promise of the 
Dreamcast was fast becoming a reality. 
With publications such as “The Official 
Dreamcast Magazine” (shown at left), 
excitement was well and truly in the air 
for SEGA’s brand new games console. 
Shortly after the console's launch, 
previews and features were flooding in 
for what would become the console’s 
most anticipated title: Shenmue. With 
the release on the horizon in Japan, 
ODM Deputy Editor Ed Lomas attend-
ed the 1999 Tokyo Game Show and 
managed to interview the legendary Yu 
Suzuki.

We asked Ed Lomas if he recalled his 
meeting with Yu Suzuki at this event, 
and he kindly shared a rather interesting 
memory!

With permission from Ed Lomas and Dennis Publishing, take a step With permission from Ed Lomas and Dennis Publishing, take a step 
back in time to 1999, and relive a world before Shenmue’s release back in time to 1999, and relive a world before Shenmue’s release 

with Ed’s original article, shown in full overleaf!with Ed’s original article, shown in full overleaf!

-Ed Lomas Sept 2020-Ed Lomas Sept 2020

Official Dreamcast Magazine Issue 1 (Nov 1999)
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Iwao Hazuki

Sex:Sex:
Blood Type:Blood Type:
Age:Age:
Zodiac:Zodiac:

    Birthday:    Birthday:
    Height:    Height:
    Weight:    Weight:

MaleMale
AA
4646
TaurusTaurus

 May. 03 May. 03
 5’9” 5’9”
 177 lbs. 177 lbs.

Ryo’s father and the current master of the Hazuki Style martial art, Iwao is a highly 
moral character who respects devotion to one’s convictions, proper manners and, 
above all, trust. 

He is very calm and composed, personifying simplicity and courage. His only hobby 
is Shodo (calligraphy) which he often uses when writing letters and postcards. As 
a master of martial arts he is a strict sensei and is never satisfied with relying solely 
on one’s natural talent. He has continued to adhere to a strict training regimen 
throughout his adult life. 

When he was young, he is said to have set out on a journey overseas to learn from 
the various great masters of the martial arts. 

Although his son Ryo sometimes rebels against his strictness, he still respects him 
as a mentor and dreams of emulating him.
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 May. 03 May. 03
 5’9” 5’9”
 177 lbs. 177 lbs.

Cherry Tree

Basement

Once the treasure repository of a temple, housing things like its library and sutras. 
It seems that Iwao alone was informed of its existence by his predecessor, and 
he kept it a secret from everyone, even his family. Iwao has stowed away in this 
basement objects collected from the years of his travels to various regions for 
martial arts training. It doesn’t look to be the kind of place for storing junk like 
broken electric fans or smashed panes of glass.

This great tree is more than 200 years old. Even now in the spring it blossoms, 
providing a delightful spectacle for the members of the Hazuki household each 
year. When Ryo was a child, he received martial arts instruction from his father, 
Iwao, beneath this tree.
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YU SUZUKI’S RESEARCH YU SUZUKI’S RESEARCH 
TRIP TO CHINA 1994:TRIP TO CHINA 1994:

PART 1PART 1
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Our good friend Switch over at PhantomRiverStone.com has been 
publishing fantastic Shenmue blog posts for over 4 years now. There is some 
absolute gold material to be found, since Switch often translates obscure 
Japanese articles and things of that nature. This in turn provides us with 
an array of rarities about the franchise, ranging from merchandise, to 
development diaries, to interviews and more! To kick Issue 1 of Shenmue 
World off with a bang, here for the first time in printed form is the first part 
of a series entitled Yu Suzuki’s Research Trip to China, translated from 
posts and magazine articles. Both Switch and I hope you enjoy this superb 
detailed account of Suzuki-san’s trip which ultimately led him to cook up the 
very first ideas for Shenmue in his head. Through the eyes of a genius, this is 
the true beginning of Shenmue!

James Brown

Kazunari UchidaKazunari Uchida
Born in 1961, as a teenager his hobbies included 
mountain climbing and off-road biking, and 
while at University he travelled around the 
whole of Japan by motorbike. After graduation 
he became a freelance writer. In 1985 he ranked 
6th place in the open motorcycle class of the 
Baja 1000 international off-road race in Mexico. 
In 1986 he went to the far western region of 
China to cover locations such as the Taklamakan 
Desert and the mountainous China-Pakistan 
border. 

Then, several years later in 1994, he travelled 
again to China, this time together with Yu 
Suzuki to gather material for Virtua Fighter 2. 
From 1996 until the later 1990s, he joined Yu 
Suzuki's AM2 department at SEGA as Adviser 
& Chief Scenario Writer on Shenmue, as well 
as being involved in the development of other 
games.

In 2015 the announcement of Shenmue 3 
prompted Uchida-san to reminisce about his 
memories working with Yu Suzuki...
At E3 (the Electronic Entertainment Expo) 
which started yesterday in Los Angeles, Yu 
Suzuki announced that he would be crowd 
funding and releasing a sequel for the game 
Shenmue, for which a sequel had not been 
forthcoming for many years.

Incredibly, the Kickstarter target goal of 2 
million dollars was reached in half a day. Now 
exactly an entire day has passed, and very soon 3 
million dollars will be achieved.

In fact, I have a deep relationship with Shenmue.

I’ve known Yu Suzuki for almost 30 years 
already, since the time I met him through my 
coverage for a motorcycle magazine when he 
developed the ride-on simulation motorbike 
game Hang-On. After Hang-On, he released hit 
after hit of ride-on simulations, and in addition 
took the world by storm with his fighting game 
series, Virtua Fighter, that incorporated full-
fledged 3D graphics for the first time, rising to 
become a world-leading game creator.

In the early 1990s, when Virtua Fighter was 
stirring up a tremendous craze, I received an 
unexpected call from him. He explained that 
development on Virtua Fighter 2 was underway, 

Back in the early 1990s a man by the name of Kazunari Uchida accompanied Yu Suzuki to China for 
his research trip - at the time for Virtua Fighter 2. This post is Uchida-san’s account of the events, in 
the form of a day to day diary he kept at the time.

Translated by:Translated by:
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and asked if I would accompany him to gather material on kung-fu 
from its birthplace of China, in order to give realism to the characters’ 
movements and the story’s background. 

For around 2 weeks, the two of us visited several areas in China, 
interviewing particular masters he had chosen. From Beijing inland to 
Luoyang and Xi’an, then to Cangzhou on the Bohai Sea coast besides; 
we went all over the vast continent in 2 weeks. We connected to long-
distance trains, and must have easily traveled more than 10,000 km.

At Shaolin Temple, we were deeply impressed by the martial arts 
demonstrations, where the youthful hope within the massive martial 
arts school quietly dominated the large training hall. In Cangzhou, we 
called in on the legitimate successor of Bajiquan, Master Wu Lian Zhi 
who was someone Yu Suzuki had wanted to meet at all costs, and we 
were given a martial arts demonstration by his student.

PRS - The location of Master 
Wu’s school in Cangzhou is 
specifically in a place called 

Mengcun - the name of 
this location, which is the 
birthplace of Bajiquan, is 

one that has been woven into 
Shenmue’s story and will be 
familiar to players from the 

opening scene.

"When sparring with me, Master Wu failed to stop his attack in time and I ended up falling 
head-first to the stone floor and I ended up getting a big lump on my head. 

When I think back, it's such a great memory". -Yu Suzuki

19
94
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Cangzhou

= Visited Location= Visited Location

Furthermore, a small accident occurred with 
Yu Suzuki’s fervent request to experience the 
real Bajiquan himself: what was intended to 
be a light punch stopping short, actually made 
contact with Yu’s chest and that alone fractured 
his rib. Having been able to truly experience the 
mysteries of Bajiquan, Yu forgot any pain and 
was delighted. 

Later, Yu invited Master Wu to come to Japan, 
where his movements were motion-captured for 
a character in a game. 

PRS - The game character referred to here is the 
character of Shun Di in Virtua Fighter 2. In his 
GDC 2014 presentation, Yu relates, “The grand 
master drank too much sake in welcoming me and 
his Bajiquan style turned into ‘Drunken Kung-Fu’ 
style” (this is the actual name given to the style 
used by Shun Di in the game).
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Between visiting the 
kung-fu masters, 
we captured photos 
of the Forbidden 
City in Beijing, 
the atmosphere of 
Shaolin Temple 
and also back-street 
scenes in the minutest 
detail, and made use 
of these in the game.

Making full use 
of the expressive 
ability of the 3D 
graphics of the time 
in the pursuit of reality, Virtua 
Fighter 2 turned out to be an 
unprecedented hit.

During the long research trip in 
China, Yu and I conversed until 
the small hours of the morning 
over drinks of Chinese liquor. 
Although I was unfamiliar 
with games, it was clear that 
the ability of computers would 
improve by leaps and bounds. 
Games would be able to have 
even more detailed and natural 
movements, leading to the 
demand for the kind of realism 
that would make you feel like 
they were real-life stories.

At that time, he was already 
achieving a high level of 
realism... which would lead on 
to Shenmue. 

He must have had a very clear 
vision of the game. As an 
outsider, right then there’s no 
way I would have understood 
any kind of explanation, so 
he didn’t tell me any specific 
details, but I could tell from the 
look in his eyes that the sense 
he had got from the China 
research had given him great 
confidence, and his gaze was 
firmly on the next level of game 
content.

Arrangements were made for 
a full account of our China 
research to be serialized in a 
games magazine by Mr. Fumio 
Kurokawa, the public relations 
officer under Yu Suzuki at the 
time. As for Yu, upon returning 
to Japan he became furiously 
busy and I didn’t meet him for 
a while after that.

The serialization in the game 
magazine came to an end, and 
my association with the games 
industry ceased completely. 
I returned to my main 
occupation at the time, which 
was a writer centered around 

the outdoors and 
motor-sports.

And then, one day 
as I was thinking 
of the good times I 
had with Yu on the 
China research trip, I 
received another call 
unexpectedly from 
him.

That was an invitation 
to join the Shenmue 
development project.

Location details showing steamed meat buns and street stalls.Location details showing steamed meat buns and street stalls.

19
94

Locations mentioned here in addition to those in Mr. Uchida’s post include Locations mentioned here in addition to those in Mr. Uchida’s post include 
the Great Wall, Shanghai and Suzhou.the Great Wall, Shanghai and Suzhou.

19
94
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DAY 1

Our Air China jumbo jet 
departed Narita [the main 
international airport near 
Tokyo] at 3 pm and arrived 
at Beijing Airport slightly 
behind schedule at 7 pm local 
time (one hour behind Japan). 
One might perhaps call it 
the scent of the continent: 
on disembarking, we were 
wrapped in a distinctive odor, 
like the dry smell of a summer 
beach mixed with the faint 
smell of car oil burning.

Waiting for us at the airport 
was someone who would 
accompany us and act as guide 
for the entire trip, by the name 
of Zhang, and a Beijing district 
guide - also named Zhang. Our 
guide Zhang turned out to be, 
unexpectedly, a very young-
looking lady.

On entering the city, the first 
thing that struck me was the 
large number of cars. In the old 
days, almost all traffic used to 
dry up after nightfall even on 
the main street, but now cars

jammed even in the narrow 
side-streets. Many luxury cars 
could be seen, Mercedes-Benz, 
BMWs, and even Japanese 
models like [Toyota] Celsior 
and yellow-bodied taxi cabs 
were everywhere.

Even Yu-san, who has recently 
been doing a lot of travel to the 
US on business, was somewhat 
flummoxed at this Asian chaos.

The main street bristled with 
high-rise towers, giving me 
an impression not too unlike 

that of Tokyo. On the other 
hand, once we entered the 
back streets, they were lined 
with stalls lit up by light-bulbs 
under their eaves, and were full 
of bright activity. Apparently 
after the introduction of 
market economics, stalls 
like these run by individual 
proprietors increased - and 
they stayed open for business 
until late at night. As far as 
Beijing's appearance went, it 
made you forget you were in a 
country ruled by a Communist 
party. 
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After we had dinner and were relaxing in our 
rooms, we had a visit from a Mr Xun. He had 
started his own software development company 
in Beijing and had a strong relationship with 
SEGA, and brought with him his interpreter, 
Mr Lin. Mr Xun was an expert on the state of 
Chinese martial arts, and he was in charge of 
arrangements for one of the highlights of our 
trip: the Beijing Wushu Team.

We went through an explanation of what 
research material we wanted to collect, and 
showed him a video clip of Virtua Fighter. He 
appeared to be quite amazed at how realistic the 
movements were, and the variety of characters.

He said that even in China, home console games 
and video arcades had at last started to become 
prevalent in cities. In particular, due to the 
effects of China’s one-child policy, competition 
in entrance examinations was getting fierce, and 
he emphasized multiple times that releasing 
educational software would be a sure-fire hit. 
Yu-san commented that it was exhausting how, 
no matter where he went, as soon as he showed 
his business card a sales offensive would be 
launched.

After they had gone, over Chinese wine Yu 
started to talk intensely about the trip ahead.

“I can’t put into words exactly why, but I’d like to 
go to see the grave of Li Shuwen.

“Li Shuwen was reputed to be a sacred Bajiquan 
figure, you see. In fact, I actually based part of 
Virtua Fighter’s Akira on him. He is said to have 
been legendarily strong, and apparently he took 
the lives of several opponents in matches. While 
being someone who mastered the secrets of the 
art of Bajiquan, he carried a dark shadow with 
him, remaining single and eventually is said to 
have been assassinated or lost his mind.

“I don’t expect there will be anything in 
particular that I’ll be able to make use of for 
Virtua Fighter II, but I have a kind of feeling 
that, by visiting the grave of someone who 
dedicated everything to Bajiquan, I’ll be putting 
soul into Virtua Fighter II.

“To tell the truth, I don’t even know whether 
he has a grave or not. But I believe that going 
to Cangzhou, which is his where he was born 
and is the birthplace of Bajiquan, has significant 
meaning.

“Even when I made a racing game, I drove a 
supercar myself, and actually trying it out on 
a course made a big difference. Knowing the 
real thing and not knowing it, is like chalk and 
cheese!

“Before setting out on this trip, I released 
a racing game called ‘Daytona’ , and at the 
beginning only a few of the development team 
owned a car, with many of them not even having 
a driver’s license. But they did have plenty of 
experience at racing games, and hence were 
selected for the development, you see. 

Yu Suzuki outside his Beijing accommodation 
(Novotel Beijing)

One of the most famous 
Bajiquan practitioners, Li Shuwen
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After it had reached a certain degree of 
completion, I had a professional racing driver 
give it a go. The result was that he completely 
ripped it to shreds. He told us it was laughable.

“Until then, I had been holding back and leaving 
it over to them, but at last, they tearfully came 
to ask for my advice: ‘Yu-san, we had had such 
confidence, and now... we don’t know what to do.’ 
So my advice was: buy a car, take it somewhere 
like Daikoku Pier [a man-made island in 
Yokohama known for its street racing meetings] 
and actually experience the sensation of drifting.

Upon which, of the 12 members of the team, 
three of them took out large loans and bought 
sports cars! A Supra, a Celica and an MR2. 
As well as that, two others ordered cars like a 
Karmann Ghia. And three people who didn’t 
have a driving license started taking driving 
lessons and got a license. Following that, after 
modifying the game, the pro driver we had asked 
to test previously gave his stamp of approval, 
saying it was markedly more fun.

“The modifications made weren’t particularly 
over-the-top ones like altering the program 
significantly, or completely remaking the 
hardware system. It was how if felt. Adjusting 
the feeling aspect just a little can bring it vastly 
closer to the real thing.

“Ultimately, I want to produce the feeling. 
That’s why I have to do things like try driving 
in a Porsche on an autobahn, a Ferrari through 
Monaco, a race car at the Fuji Speedway; or 
meeting with [former F1 racing driver Alain] 
Prost. And, on this trip, what I want to do is to 
go out into the Chinese back-country and visit 
the grave.”

In his ever-friendly laughing face, his eyes were 
serious.

Yu Suzuki and Kazunari Yu Suzuki and Kazunari 
Uchida’s adventures Uchida’s adventures 
continue next issue!continue next issue!

Thank you to Switch from Thank you to Switch from 
PhantomRiverStone.com for PhantomRiverStone.com for 

translating and allowing translating and allowing 
us to include this fantastic us to include this fantastic 
article in Shenmue World!article in Shenmue World!
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ERIC KELSO INTERVIEW:ERIC KELSO INTERVIEW:

English-speaking fans will already be very familiar with the talents of English-speaking fans will already be very familiar with the talents of 
Eric Kelso by now. In the Shenmue world, Eric is most memorable for Eric Kelso by now. In the Shenmue world, Eric is most memorable for 
voicing the characters of Fuku-san, Guizhang and Ren, amongst other voicing the characters of Fuku-san, Guizhang and Ren, amongst other 

NPCs. Outside of Shenmue, Eric has had many other high-profile NPCs. Outside of Shenmue, Eric has had many other high-profile 
roles, ranging from video games to Japanese TV shows. roles, ranging from video games to Japanese TV shows. 

It’s our pleasure to welcome Eric Kelso to the pagesIt’s our pleasure to welcome Eric Kelso to the pages
 of our very first issue of Shenmue World!  of our very first issue of Shenmue World! 

We sat down with Eric to have a chat all about his past, present and 
future. We hope that you enjoy this insight into the life of a maverick, 
a man who decided to pursue an adventure that ultimately led him to 

become the Shenmue star that we know and love today.

EARLY LIFE & CAREEREARLY LIFE & CAREER
 Please could you take us back to 
the times of a little Eric Kelso: where did 
you grow up and what was life like for you 
as a child?

Well, let’s see, I was born in San Jose, 
California, before it was Silicon Valley 
and in high school moved to the Santa 
Cruz mountains (a redwood forest 
about 20 minutes from the beach). 
I was a happy, quiet kid, never really 
liked socializing or groups or teams. I 
spent most of my time working alone 
on art projects, watching movies and 
surfing. I think it may have been that 
sense of happy independence that 
helped me adjust to living in a foreign 
country.

 When did you start to discover 
your career path, and had you always 
wanted to become an actor?
Actually, even though I had done a 
little stage acting, I have terrible stage 
fright and never wanted to be an actor.
Luckily for me, voice acting is done in

a private studio, with only a sound 
engineer, director and client on the 
other side of the glass and no one is 
watching, just listening. But growing 
up, voice acting was not even in the 
back of my mind. It was just one of 
those major life paths that seemed like 
a simple fork in the road when I first 
started.

I have always been a movie otaku, so 
when I went to university (UC Santa 
Barbara) and found they had a Film 
Studies major I quickly switched from 
psychology to film. I had learned that 
I liked being behind the camera much 
better than in front of it, so my plan 
was to write and direct films.

Eric at 18 Surfing in Santa BarbaraEric at 18 Surfing in Santa Barbara
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 Had you always wanted to be part of 
the video games industry? What are some of your 
early memorable projects along the way prior to 
Shenmue?
I was born in 1962, so the first video game I 
played was Pong when I was about thirteen. 
Then Space Invaders and Asteroids a couple 
times at the local Round Table Pizza in high 
school and Pacman once at my university 
dormitory. I think I was just a generation too 
early to really get into gaming. But I do like 
watching other people play, especially my 
characters, ha! I’m also not very competitive, 
even with myself, so I couldn’t really enjoy the 
challenging nature of the games. 

Shenmue was the third game 
I voiced. I had only done two 

games prior to that - Soul Edge 
(1996 - Siegfried Schtauffen) 

and Tekken 3 (1997 - Paul 
Phoenix) so I pretty much cut 

my teeth on Shenmue.

 When did you decide 
to make the move to Japan, what 
were the reasons for doing so, and what was that 
whole experience like for you at the time?

Although I majored in Film Studies I wasn’t 
really interested in going the Hollywood route. 
I was more interested in making documentaries 
about other cultures. So I sold everything I 
had, copping me a cool 300 bucks, and with 
a graduation present air ticket to anywhere in 
the world from my parents, I jumped a plane 
for Tokyo. I was interested in Japanese film, 
food and philosophy and wanted a completely 
different culture to start my journey. I planned 
on spending 10 years traveling the world, 
researching cultures for future documentaries 
and working odd jobs along the way. 

It was 1986 [SW- on the day the snow turned to rain?], 
Japan’s bubble economy was booming and 
English teaching jobs were plentiful, so I was 
confident I could find something. I had no job 
waiting for me, no hotel reservation, no friends 
in Japan, no Japanese language skills and no 
teaching experience. Upon landing in Tokyo

I found my way to a youth hostel and asked 
a passing Australian backpacker about job 
opportunities. He handed me The Japan Times 
classified section and taught me how to use a pay 
phone. Before even putting down my bag I made 
a call to the biggest ad on the page. Luckily, it was 
just one train stop away. They asked me to come 
in immediately, so I rushed right over. After a ten-
minute interview they slapped a textbook in my 
hand and twenty minutes later I was a professional 
English teacher in Japan. So, within two hours of 
arriving in Tokyo I was working! 

Unfortunately, I arrived on July 1st and had 
to wait a month before my first pay check. My 

whopping 300 dollars only allowed me a 
bunk at the hostel and one small meal a 
day for three weeks. My last week before 
my first pay check was spent sleeping 
on a pile of newspapers in a Catholic 
university’s churchyard and trading 
English conversation lessons for food 
and drinks with “salarymen and office 
ladies” (businessmen and secretaries) at 

local “izakaya” (pubs). It was the best 
month of my life! Everything was new 
and I had nothing, no back up, no 

security. I was completely alone - and totally free!!

paul phoenix (Voiced in tekken 3,paul phoenix (Voiced in tekken 3,
 tag tournament, 4, 5 and 6) tag tournament, 4, 5 and 6)
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 How does life in Japan differ? Was work 
harder to come by, and did you face any language 
trouble? 

As with anything, you quickly learn to adjust. 
My slow-paced lifestyle in the mountains and 
on the beaches of California were a far cry from 
the bustle and packed trains of Tokyo, but it 
was exciting for a 23-year-old pup. “Gaijin” 
(foreigners) were few, so I soon began climbing 
the teaching ladder of high schools and colleges, 
as well as teaching on NHK radio and TV. This 
eventually lead to voice acting and narration. 

I’ve never really liked studying, so I can’t read 
or write Japanese, and my grammar is weak, 
but after living here for over 30 years my verbal 
skills are not bad. I wish I would have studied 
when I first came, but I had only planned to be 
here for two years. Seems a common theme for 
most lifelong expats.

 Do you enjoy the Japanese cuisine, what 
is your favourite dish, and what’s a typical food day 
like for you?

raw Cow liverraw Cow liver

raw horse meatraw horse meat

A typical day starts with a 30-minute Japanese 
bath. I shower outside the bath then soak in 
a short deep tub while watching a movie on 
my laptop set outside the room on a stool, and 
slowly drink my morning coffee...very civilized. 
In the evening I repeat the ritual, this time with 
a bottle of water and a glass of wine or whiskey. 

I love Japanese food! I love almost everything, 
except very “fishy” smelling fish. I eat a lot of 
yakitori (grilled chicken on a stick), tonkatsu 
(breaded and deep fried pork cutlet), sushi 
(especially “chutoro” medium fatty tuna belly) 
and I drink shochu - oolong hi (shochu with iced 
oolong tea) and chu hi (shochu with lemon). 

Some of the stranger things I like are raw cow 
liver (though banned since 2012) and raw horse. 
Mmmmm...good! Don’t knock it till you try it!

SHENMUE ISHENMUE I
 How did you originally come to hear about 
the Shenmue project? What are some of your earliest 
memories about this job?
I had only done two games before Shenmue, 
mostly exertion sounds. Shenmue was the first 
real acting job. One of my agents contacted me 
and asked me if I wanted to do a “long” game. Of 
course I said yes, and when I saw the script I was 
surprised at how much acting there would be. 

I had never done anything like that before. But I 
was willing to try and happy that my characters 
were each so different and interesting.masayuki fukuhara (voiced in Shenmue 1)masayuki fukuhara (voiced in Shenmue 1)
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Eric Kelso

Sex:Sex:
Blood Type:Blood Type:
Age:Age:
Zodiac:Zodiac:

    Birthday:    Birthday:
    Height:    Height:
    Weight:    Weight:

MaleMale
00
5757
CapricornCapricorn

 Dec. 22 Dec. 22
 5’11” 5’11”
 200 lbs. 200 lbs.

There really wasn’t much competition in Japan in those days. Today there is a terrible glut of English 
speaking voice actors, especially male. The client (I imagine Suzuki-san) just listened to my voice 
demo and chose me. Then, I basically just got the call to show up at the studio.

 What was the application process like and how were you contacted for the role on the Shenmue 
series? Was there much fierce competition?

 Can you describe your first meeting with Yu Suzuki, were you already aware of his video game 
status, and his body of work?
I had no idea of his work, video games were still very new to me. But I do remember that Suzuki-san 
was very friendly, which put me at ease. And his direction was very clear so I was quickly able to find 
the characters. Some directors in Japan are a bit vague and don’t seem to know what they want.

 Were you originally drafted to voice so many characters? Obviously two of your most famous 
characters were Fuku-san and Guizhang from the first game, but you also voiced many of the NPCs too, how 
did that come to be?
I have no idea. Possibly, it was easier for me to do many voices since I was already there or maybe 
Suzuki-san saw something in me I didn’t even know I had.
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 Was there any other character you voiced, 
but then the role was recast for some reason?
In Shenmue One, just Fuku-san and Guizhang, 
along with a few NPCs that game fans would 
remember better than I do.

 What was it like working with the other 
voice actors from the series, such as Corey Marshall 
and Paul Lucas, and what was the recording process 
like for the original Shenmue game?

I had known Paul Lucas and Lisle Wilkerson 
(SW - introduced in Shenmue 2) from working 
together on other projects in Tokyo and really 
liked both of them a lot - always professional 
and fun. Corey was the new kid. We had a 
lot of scenes together and eventually became 
good friends, hanging out outside the studio 
as well. He was new to Japan so I kind of took 
him under my wing a bit - a preface to our 
relationship as Ryo and Ren, I guess.

SHENMUE IISHENMUE II
GuiZHang Chen (voiced in Shenmue 1)GuiZHang Chen (voiced in Shenmue 1)

 Moving on to Shenmue II, you voiced 
arguably one of the fans' favourite characters from 
the entire series with Ren. How was the process of 
recording for Shenmue II different from the first 
game?
We knew the first game had a huge (Guinness 
World Record book) budget that seemed 
difficult to recover, so we were all both surprised 
and elated to hear about S2. I missed Fuku-san 
a lot but was happy to voice a bit of Guizhang 
again - and very happy to introduce my new 
buddy Ren!

Eric kelso, Lisle wilkerson and corey marshall Eric kelso, Lisle wilkerson and corey marshall 
after a shenmue II recording sessionafter a shenmue II recording session

The recording process was pretty much the same 
as S1 and even more familiar the second time, so 
everything went very smoothly.

SW - note: in the 2008 Guinness World Records Gamer’s 
Edition, Shenmue is listed as the most expensive game ever 
developed at $70 million. Whilst this is true, we believe the 
budget included everything from early ideas, marketing, Project 
Berkley, the Saturn version and up to / including the full 
production of Shenmue II. 

Eric mentions reprising his role of Guizhang in Shenmue II,  
and this is actually a hidden easter egg in the game.  Whilst 
listening to the Wiretapper’s tape in Ren’s Hideout, advance 
to the section of tape after the story point [starting at 651]. A 
bonus phone call exchange between Guizhang and Joy will 
play out.Wuying ren (Voiced in Shenmue II)Wuying ren (Voiced in Shenmue II)
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 Lisle was cast for Shenmue 2; how was it 
working with both new and old cast members for the 
sequel - any fond memories you could tell us about?
Well, voice acting in general is a fun thing, so 
everyone is always in a pretty good mood and 
there was a lot of humor in the studio. Even 
the Japanese staff were much more relaxed, 
compared to typical Japanese office workers. 
Unfortunately, most video game recording is 
done solo, so we don’t often work together with 
other voice actors.

 Can you remember what the fan response 
was like for the series, and the characters you played 
back in the early 2000s?
I had done various versions of games like 
Tekken and Virtua Fighter, which were actually 
better known than Shenmue, but had no real 
fan base that I was aware of. So when I heard 
about Shenmue fans uniting to make S3 I was 
overwhelmed by the love and support for all 
things Shenmue.

Meeting so many of the Shenmue family 
who came for the Japan sojourn, I really felt 
like I was a part of something big! When 
I’m contacted by game fans or my name is 
mentioned in a chat, it’s always very flattering 
and humbling. 

Usually, when recording a game, we have no idea 
how it will be received by the players, so when 
we get a positive response it’s very inspiring.

 Which Shenmue character is your favourite 
from the series, and who was the most enjoyable to voice?

I was so lucky to get three distinctly different 
characters, who, to me, are all a part of Ryo and 
his journey.

Fuku-san is Ryo’s heart. He allows Ryo to be 
vulnerable, to talk about his father and to feel the 
support of the dojo. Ryo also knows that Fuku-
san would die for him without hesitation.

Guizhang is Ryo’s mind. He is the Chinese 
Clint Eastwood, always cool and level-headed, 
something to keep Ryo’s youthful revenge in 
check. 

And Ren is Ryo’s balls. He teaches him to not 
take things too seriously, be fearless and fight with 
guts - as long as there’s a treasure involved, that is!

 Do you have any other fond memories from 
the early 2000s, and working on other video games, 
such as Virtua Fighter and Tekken? 
How did these roles differ from Shenmue?
A lot of other fun recording in the 2000s:
Virtua Fighter, Tekken, F-Zero, Baten Kaitos, 
Firefighter FD18, Metal Wolf Chaos, Megaman 
ZX Advent, King of Fighters XII, and others. 

Every game has something different and it’s 
always a blast to record!Jacky Bryant (Voiced in virtua fighter 4, Jacky Bryant (Voiced in virtua fighter 4, 

Evolution, quest and 5)Evolution, quest and 5)

Eric in 2007, in the studio for tekken 6Eric in 2007, in the studio for tekken 6
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THE FUTURETHE FUTURE
 Could you please give us an insight 
into your life currently; is there anything you are 
working on, and what does the future have in store?
It seems that there are fewer games recorded in 
Japan these days, which is a pity...    
But I’m still doing other voice work here. I have 
a daily NHK TV show called “Eigo de Asobo 
with Orton” (Playing in English with Orton) 
and I’m the voice of Orton, a giant animated 
whale with Orton Town on his back. It’s like a 
Japanese Sesame Street teaching English and 
I’m kind of like Big Bird.

I also just finished voicing Season Two of the 
new Ultraman series, “Ultra Galaxy Fight: 
New Generation Heroes”. It’s a great, nostalgic, 
analogue series with the feel of the original 
1960s show. In Season One I played the villain 
Ultra Dark Killer and in Season Two I play 
Ultraman Zero. Season Two has been split into 
ten-minute episodes and started broadcasting 
on YouTube in November. Lot’s of fun! 
(SW - Sounds great, we’ll definitely be checking this one out!)

And I’m starting a new advertising company 
working with YouTubers along with a Shenmue 
fan/YouTuber living in Tokyo. But more on 
that later... (SW - What a tease!)

orton (Voiced eigo de asobo with orton)orton (Voiced eigo de asobo with orton)

 You’ve had a very fruitful career over the 
years which we have just touched upon in detail. 
Looking back, is there anything in particular that you 
are extremely proud to have been involved with, and in 
contrast, do you have any regrets, or anything that you 
would have done / chosen differently? 

It may be a boring answer, but I’ve loved it all. 
When you’re freelance, you take anything you can 
get and you work your ass off so you can get more 
later. 

I also love living in Japan and I highly recommend 
living and working in a foreign country if you 
can. You’ll test yourself in ways you could never 
imagine and learn incredible confidence and 
incredible humility at the same time. It will widen 
your thinking and let you know that the world 
doesn’t revolve around you, your country, your 
language or your religion. We are all just minor 
players in a global story. And that is always a 
refreshing thought...

Ultraman zero (Ultraman - Season 2)Ultraman zero (Ultraman - Season 2) Ultra Dark Killer (Ultraman - Season 1)Ultra Dark Killer (Ultraman - Season 1)
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 Throughout the years you have always 
shown such amazing support for the Shenmue 
Community, including interviews and being involved 
in fan projects like this. Over the last 20 years, what 
projects have stood out the most that you’re most proud 
of, and are there any plans for other upcoming fan 
projects that you could tell us about?
I love working on Shenmue projects, although 
I don’t think I can talk about all of them at the 
moment. But I would have to say that what 
stands out the most to me are the friends I’ve 
made in the Shenmue family - the voice actors 
and production staff, those who have come to 
Japan that I have joined for food and drink, those 
I’ve only talked to online and those who live in 
Japan that I can see more often. 

No other game has the devoted fans that 
Shenmue does, and I am constantly blown away 
by their mutual support and dedication, and I’m 
honored to be a part of it!

Eric in the studio for time crisis 5 in 2015Eric in the studio for time crisis 5 in 2015

       And finally, Eric: any closing        And finally, Eric: any closing 
words to all of the Shenmue fans words to all of the Shenmue fans 
out there who have passionately out there who have passionately 

(and patiently) stood by the series (and patiently) stood by the series 
in the hopes of its continuation?in the hopes of its continuation?

Well done!! Because of you the saga grows. 
Because of you the journey continues. 

For 15 years you supported each other, the hope 
of new adventures and the dream of Suzuki-san. 
Let’s all continue to fight with Ryo and take that 
next step into the great unknown!

SW - We really appreciate you taking the time to chat with us 
and discuss your fantastic career! We are massive fans of yours, 
and Shenmue wouldn’t be the same without your voice work! 
All of the best for the future!

Thank you James, and everyone in the Shenmue 
family!

-Eric Kelso
“May the gods be with you...”“May the gods be with you...”

-Ren of Heavens-Ren of Heavens
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Well, readers, there we have it: our interview Well, readers, there we have it: our interview 
with the legendary Eric Kelso. What a wild with the legendary Eric Kelso. What a wild 
ride!ride!

We want to give Eric our warmest regards for We want to give Eric our warmest regards for 
allowing us his time and commitment allowing us his time and commitment 
for what became a fantastic interview (we for what became a fantastic interview (we 
hope you’ll all agree). hope you’ll all agree). 

As we travelled through the past few decades, As we travelled through the past few decades, 
we learnt about Eric’s life and career, from a we learnt about Eric’s life and career, from a 
young Californian boy to an inspiration of a young Californian boy to an inspiration of a 
man determined to kick ass out in the wide man determined to kick ass out in the wide 
world!world!

Whilst most of us will know him for his Whilst most of us will know him for his 
Shenmue roles, it’s great to see the sheer Shenmue roles, it’s great to see the sheer 
diversity and range of his abilities, even diversity and range of his abilities, even 
beyond what we discussed. Eric has many beyond what we discussed. Eric has many 
other projects that we didn’t manage to other projects that we didn’t manage to 
cover, such as his own book series, entitled cover, such as his own book series, entitled 
“Ericisms: Thoughts on life that spill out of “Ericisms: Thoughts on life that spill out of 
my mouth from time to time...” - which is my mouth from time to time...” - which is 
available now on Amazon. available now on Amazon. 

It seems he isn’t afraid to tackle any job that It seems he isn’t afraid to tackle any job that 
may come his way. We hope that this may may come his way. We hope that this may 
have inspired yourselves to take that leap have inspired yourselves to take that leap 
of faith, to try a fresh start in a completely of faith, to try a fresh start in a completely 
new environment just like Eric did when he new environment just like Eric did when he 
decided to jump ship to Japan. Dreams can decided to jump ship to Japan. Dreams can 
come true, and Shenmue 3 is evidence enough come true, and Shenmue 3 is evidence enough 
of that!of that!

As for Shenmue 3, Eric’s talents live on... If As for Shenmue 3, Eric’s talents live on... If 
you missed Eric voicing Ren, Fuku-san and you missed Eric voicing Ren, Fuku-san and 
Guizhang in the latest Shenmue game, well Guizhang in the latest Shenmue game, well 
you’re now in luck! If you have the PC version you’re now in luck! If you have the PC version 
of the game, Eric has kindly provided his voice of the game, Eric has kindly provided his voice 
talent to reprise these previous roles for fans. talent to reprise these previous roles for fans. 
You can head over to the Shenmue Dojo forums You can head over to the Shenmue Dojo forums 
to find these mods, which will allow you to to find these mods, which will allow you to 
replace the original voice files with the new replace the original voice files with the new 
ones. A staggering effort!ones. A staggering effort!

We wish Eric all the best with his role in the We wish Eric all the best with his role in the 
new Ultraman series, and all of the other new Ultraman series, and all of the other 
future projects that he teased us with. future projects that he teased us with. 
Hopefully we’ll find out what they are very Hopefully we’ll find out what they are very 
soon.soon.

-Shenmue World-Shenmue World

erickelso.com

Check out Eric’s Check out Eric’s 
website for more website for more 
information by information by 
scanning this scanning this 

QR Code.QR Code.
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Thank you to everyone for all of your incredible support!
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Stone hopping - ForestStone hopping - Forest





Dandelion Path - forestDandelion Path - forest





Rock formations - rocky areaRock formations - rocky area





Lake of the fireflies - deep green wayLake of the fireflies - deep green way





Spider tree - forestSpider tree - forest



From a distant land in the East, from 
across the sea, he shall appear.

He does not know of the strength hidden 
within him.

The strength that would destroy him... 
The strength that would fulfill his wishes.

When he is ready, he shall seek me out. 
And we shall brave together the rocky 

path.

I shall wait... This encounter has been 
my destiny since ancient times.



yingshuihe - Cragyingshuihe - Crag

A dragon shall emerge from the earth, 
and dark clouds shall obscure the heavens.

A phoenix shall descend from above, its 
wings will create a purple wind.

In the midst of the pitch-black night, a 
morning star shall glisten, alone...



Wish you were here...
Wish you were here...



Shenmue Tree - Shenhua’s HouseShenmue Tree - Shenhua’s House



Ling Shenhua

Sex:Sex:
Blood Type:Blood Type:
Age:Age:
Zodiac:Zodiac:

    Birthday:    Birthday:
    Height:    Height:
    Weight:    Weight:

FemaleFemale
AA
1616
VirgoVirgo

 Sept. 9 Sept. 9
 5’1” 5’1”
 95 lbs. 95 lbs.

Shenhua is a mysterious girl who 
grew up surrounded by nature. Her 
innocent looks hide her power and 
courage created by the wilderness of 
China. She is pure and simple, with 
great compassion and strength. 

Though her presence is shrouded 
in mystery, Ryo’s fate will be deeply 
influenced by her. Appearing in his 
mind several times, she guides him 
on his journey.

Gantry Crane

Built by industry leader Terashima 
Heavy Industries. 

It was installed when the New 
Warehouse District was built, but it 
is not used much now. 

As it often appeared in a live-action 
entertainment TV series 10 years 
ago, it is sometimes visited by people 
who miss those old times, or fans of 
that nature who come to take photos.

9898



 Sept. 9 Sept. 9
 5’1” 5’1”
 95 lbs. 95 lbs.

PROJECT TEAM PROJECT TEAM 
MEMORIES OF WORKING MEMORIES OF WORKING 

ON SHENMUEON SHENMUE
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Switch from PhantomRiverStone.com constantly provides us with fantastic 
translated content from across the Shenmue spectrum! The following 
section is a translation of an article published online by Famitsu.com in 
November 2018, to commemorate the release of Shenmue I & II. A wide 
range of important members share their memories of working on the original 
Shenmue project. For an overseas fan, this is a fascinating insight into the 
Japanese side of the series, and an article I’m really pleased to be able to 
include in this premiere issue of Shenmue World!

Thanks again to Switch for providing his translated article to use, and we 
both hope you enjoy the read!

James Brown

In commemoration of the release of Shenmue I & II for the 
PS4 on 22nd November 2018, we gathered comments from 

some of the staff members and performers who were involved 
with the creation of the original games. Enjoy hearing them 
speak about their remembrances and hardships of the time.

Translated by:Translated by:

100100



Back when amusement arcades were booming, 
arcade game hit-maker Yu Suzuki turned his 
talent to creating a home console game. There 
was a large-scale audition that attracted actors 
in the motion picture industry, and as I was a 
Mega Ranger at the time, that is when I first met 
Yu-san.

The game started as “Virtua Fighter RPG”, 
and its genre was the world’s first of its kind, 
designated as “FREE” (an acronym for Full 
Reactive Eyes Entertainment”) but these days 
called open-world. What Yu-san ideally wanted 
was “freedom in everything, where things 
you would expect to happen would naturally 
happen,” and together with a staff of hundreds, 
he took on the challenge of creating a world that 
had never before been seen.

I was in charge of the motion capture and 
spoken lines for the protagonist, Ryo Hazuki. 
The actions ranged from basic movement like 
sitting and walking, through to those for QTE 
events where Ryo would punch or alternatively 
get punched. When he falls from a high place, 
that is me falling. Falling down from a height of 
15 meters (!) would be fatal so for this, motion 
capture data for falling from a low height would 

be extended, along with motion capture for 
hanging in mid-air and dropping down, The 
spoken lines for striking up conversations with 
people had slight variations each time, so I 
recorded all the lines needed for talking to the 
same person multiple times, even if they would 
probably never be heard by the player. It was 
really a huge volume of recording.

Some of Yu Suzuki’s works are on display in the 
Smithsonian Museum, and this legendary work 
set a new record in gaming history. Furthermore, 
this long journey continues on with Shenmue 
III. There is rarely such an opportunity to 
obtain a truly legendary work yourself at such an 
affordable price. I encourage everyone to pick up 
a copy!

MASAYA
MATSUKAZE

“Ryo Hazuki is my other self ”“Ryo Hazuki is my other self ”

Role: Ryo HazukiRole: Ryo Hazuki
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At the time, several voice actors had been cast for 
providing test voices to support the development. That’s 
how I came to have a go at voicing the characters of Lan 
Di, Goro, Yuan and various others. Being a newbie, it 
was an valuable experience opportunity for me. SEGA’s 
#3 studio is somewhere I’ll never forget. After all this 
time, Shenmue is back again... it’s like a miracle. I’m 
excited about this HD remaster.

Takahiro 
Sakurai

“I’m feeling a renewed excitement.”“I’m feeling a renewed excitement.”

Roles: Lan Di, Goro, Yuan & othersRoles: Lan Di, Goro, Yuan & others

Megumi 
Yasu

“I could do a better job now!”“I could do a better job now!”

I voiced heroine Nozomi Harasaki in Shenmue 
Chapter One: Yokosuka. I was in my teens and 
it was my first try at voice acting, so I remember 
being gripped with nerves during the recording. 
I’m sure I could do a slightly better job now...! 
Please get in touch if there is ever the chance 
[laughs]. I will continue to support Shenmue!

Role: Nozomi HarasakiRole: Nozomi Harasaki
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Shenmue II! I remember that, unusually for voice recording in a 
game, the microphones were placed so we could see each other’s 
faces, and the lines were recorded as a dialogue. Of course, this 
was while watching a video of Fangmei with her super-realistic 
cute expressions. My memory is a bit hazy on the small details, 
but I remember that the graphics were beautiful, and I had the 
illusion that I was acting in a drama. It was a game that left 
a strong impression on me. However, I don’t remember ever 
getting to see it inside the finished game... [smiles wryly].

Ikue
Otani

“Recording lines as a dialogue left a“Recording lines as a dialogue left a
strong impression”strong impression”

Roles: FangmeiRoles: Fangmei

Rio 
Natsuki

“It was a valuable experience”“It was a valuable experience”

I have heaps of memories about Shenmue II! There was a lot 
of script, so I travelled in to the studio a lot [laughs]. There 
was a waiting room where I became friends with other voice 
actors while waiting for my turn, and they shared all sorts of 
stories. The most memorable part about the role of Joy has to 
be the Chinese language. I was provided with a pronunciation 
tutor, but there were several different pronunciations of the 
sound “maa” alone...  I managed to get a thumbs up for my test 
readings, but once I put emotion into it he tilted his head to one 
side [laughs]. It was a game that truly gave me many memories.

Role: JoyRole: Joy
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One word that holds many memories for me is 
“Dobuita”. It makes me remember all over again 
the tens of people... or should I say hundreds 
of people if you include all those I didn’t know 
by sight, who were involved with creating a tale 
that would have the protagonist setting off on a 
journey from that place. A software system that 
was ahead of its time, the ability to traverse the 
map with 360 degrees of freedom, and a goal 

that seemed unreachable with the technology 
of the time... A work environment that was so 
harsh it was called “the Vietnam War of the 
game industry”, is now something that lies in the 
distant past. When I think that the evolution of 
technology has allowed this tale, which couldn’t 
be completed back then, to move forward, I’m 
filled with emotion. I can’t wait for Shenmue III!

Tow 
Ubukata

“The Vietnam War of the Game Industry”“The Vietnam War of the Game Industry”

Novelist & ScriptwriterNovelist & Scriptwriter

Toshihiro 
Nagoshi

“Reminds me only of all the hard times”“Reminds me only of all the hard times”

It was a project that is packed with a lot of 
memories for me. Frankly speaking, it reminds 
me only of all the hard times. However, it was a 
project with the ambitious objective of “creating 
an RPG unlike any seen before” that took 
on that goal head-on, and was an unfinished 
masterpiece born at the end of a generation 
created around the Sega hardware business. 
In that sense, it was indeed a symbol of Sega’s 

willingness to take on new challenges. It is a 
project from which I learned a lot personally, 
and even now I utilize that learning in various 
situations.

Director & Chief Product OfficerDirector & Chief Product Officer
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I’m Takenobu Mitsuyoshi and I was the sound 
director for Shenmue Chapter One: Yokosuka. 
One unforgettable memory from the game’s 
development would have to be going on a team 
research trip to China, following the actual 
route Ryo would take. Back then, I wasn’t 
used to traveling overseas and fell sick from 
contaminated water. Despite suffering from 
my illness as we travelled, when I looked down 
at the view from the plane a tune formed in 

my head; and as I gazed at the Forbidden City 
from the Temple of Heaven tears filled my eyes. 
The music that was created from these kind of 
situations has a unique sound with emotions of 
all kinds mixed into it.

Takenobu 
Mitsuyoshi

- Inspiration from On-the-ground Research -- Inspiration from On-the-ground Research -

Sound Section Chief Creator / VocalistSound Section Chief Creator / Vocalist

Yasuhiro 
Takagi

- Watch for the way music is assigned to the scenes! -- Watch for the way music is assigned to the scenes! -

I joined the development of Shenmue Chapter 
One: Yokosuka towards the end, and went on to 
be in charge of the sound direction for Shenmue 
II. I had already become familiar with the issues 
affecting sound development; we had built up a 
huge number of musical pieces; and I was able 
to put things in the hands of our superb sound 
team staff of around 10 people. Considering all 
this, despite it being considerably hard work, 

looking back on it now I feel that I was lucky to 
have worked in that environment. The pieces of 
music that were produced during development 
were without exception great pieces, so I was 
very particular about matching them to the 
scenes. I hope you enjoy aspects like this.

Manager of the Sound Section at Sega InteractiveManager of the Sound Section at Sega Interactive
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It is 20 years ago now, but I still clearly 
remember my time on the project, being 
in charge of character design. Yu Suzuki 
wanted memorable characters with distinctive 
personalities, so that is exactly what I worked 
on. These unique characters were then converted 
to models one after another, and before I knew 
it a world had been created that brimmed with 
distinctive characters to an extent that you 
would never find in other games. I think this 
uniqueness is one of the reasons Shenmue 
continues to be loved even today.

Kenji 
Miyawaki

- Drawing characters that are unique -- Drawing characters that are unique -

Shenmue I & II Character DesignShenmue I & II Character Design
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COLLECTION HIGHLIGHT:COLLECTION HIGHLIGHT:

The Shenmue III Kickstarter had many varying tiers and rewards. The Shenmue III Kickstarter had many varying tiers and rewards. 
One of the lesser-known unusual rewards was a hand-drawn One of the lesser-known unusual rewards was a hand-drawn 

illustration that was included with each of the “Grab Bag” tiers. The illustration that was included with each of the “Grab Bag” tiers. The 
hand-drawn image of Fukuhara-san above is the handiwork of the hand-drawn image of Fukuhara-san above is the handiwork of the 
ever-talented Kenji Miyawaki, who as mentioned on the previous ever-talented Kenji Miyawaki, who as mentioned on the previous 

page, was the original character designer for Shenmue, and was also page, was the original character designer for Shenmue, and was also 
part of the Shenmue III team. This illustration is drawn on high-part of the Shenmue III team. This illustration is drawn on high-

quality thick cardboard with a gold trim frame.quality thick cardboard with a gold trim frame.
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RYOX SHENWAVE VOL.1 CDRYOX SHENWAVE VOL.1 CD
Ciao everyone, my name is Riccardo Favara (AKA RyoX) and 
it's an incredible honour for me to present "ShenWave Collection 
Vol. 1" alongside the release of Shenmue World Issue 1. 

I've been making music for more than 15 years, but it was 
just in 2017 that I explored the Synthwave genre; that's when 
my first ShenWave EP was born. It was amazing for me to 
mix two of the things I loved the most: music and Shenmue. 

During the past four years, the support of the Shenmue 
Community has been incredible, and I wish to say thanks again 
to everyone, and a special thanks to Mr James Brown and the 
Dojo for bringing this physical edition of ShenWave to life! I 
hope you enjoy this first collection. It comprises ShenWave EP 
1 and 2, along with an extra Shenmue EP I made. This is my 
early ShenWave material, and I hope you enjoy listening to it!

1: EARTH AND SEA1: EARTH AND SEA
2: INHERITED SKILLS AT DAWN2: INHERITED SKILLS AT DAWN
3: WAVES OF MORNING HAZE3: WAVES OF MORNING HAZE
4: SHEN FA4: SHEN FA
5: OUT OF THE CAVE5: OUT OF THE CAVE
6: NAOYUKI'S BIKE6: NAOYUKI'S BIKE

7: MAIN THEME SYNTHMIX7: MAIN THEME SYNTHMIX
8: DREAMING OF NOZOMI8: DREAMING OF NOZOMI
9: SHENMUE BATTLE MUSIC9: SHENMUE BATTLE MUSIC
10: THE PLACE WHERE THE SUN SET10: THE PLACE WHERE THE SUN SET
11: SHENMUE MEDLEY11: SHENMUE MEDLEY
12: WALKING IN CHOBU12: WALKING IN CHOBU

TRACKLISTINGTRACKLISTING

Check out more of RyoX's Check out more of RyoX's 
awesome music over on his awesome music over on his 

Bandcamp page!Bandcamp page!

ShenWave Collection Vol. 1 CDShenWave Collection Vol. 1 CD
is included free with this is included free with this 
issue of Shenmue World!issue of Shenmue World!
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SHENMUE IIISHENMUE III
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BAILU VILLAGE:BAILU VILLAGE:
SIDE QUEST GUIDESIDE QUEST GUIDE

SHENMUE IIISHENMUE III
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QUEST 1: QUEST 1: 
CAPSULE OF LOVECAPSULE OF LOVE

BAi QinghaoBAi Qinghao

Diamond PDiamond P

fast kitchenfast kitchen

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
After learning about the bookie towards the start of the game, Ryo is 
tasked with finding and battling him to gain the next clue in locating 
Shenhua’s father, Mr. Yuan. Immediately after battling the bookie, 
this quest becomes available. This quest expires when Shenhua goes 
to the Ternary Spring as part of the story.

White lureWhite lure

PAnda marketPAnda market

Qinghao & grandpaQinghao & grandpaREWARD: REWARD: 
Bird CarvingBird Carving

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
This quest can be picked up from Bai Qinghao. Qinghao is the little 
boy in the yellow-and-white striped shirt who is normally practicing 
martial arts in the village square.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
Bai informs Ryo that his grandfather is sick and he’s trying to earn 
money to buy him his medicine to make him better. To do this, Bai 
just needs one capsule toy to complete his set which he can then sell 
on. The capsule toy in question is the “White Fishing Lure” from 
the Fishing Series. This toy can be obtained from the Fishing Series 
capsule toy machine, which is located just outside Fast Kitchen, the 
restaurant in the village square. This may take quite a few tries, as it’s 
the rare toy from this machine - bring lots of money just in case!

After returning the lure to Bai, the next stage of the quest is to earn 
the “Diamond P” from the Gem Series.  It seems that only now 
Qinghao realises that just the Fishing Series set alone won't be 
enough. The Gem Series capsule machine is located just outside of 
the Panda Market Arcade. After spending all of your hard-earned 
cash to score this toy, take it back to Qinghao who now sets on his 
way to purchase the medicine for his grandpa!

The final part of this quest is to meet Qinghao and his grandpa. They 
will be near to the Tao Get Store, just at the top of the bank leading 
there from the village square. A happy ending here, as the capsule 
toys helped Qinghao get the medicine for his now-healed grandpa!
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QUEST 2: QUEST 2: 
THE BIGGEST CATCHTHE BIGGEST CATCH

Huang's tackleHuang's tackle

The biggest catch!The biggest catch!

Quality fishing setQuality fishing set

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
Upon investigating the stonemason houses, Ryo finds his way to the 
house of Mr. Ke, another of the targeted stonemasons. After speaking 
to Mr. Ke, this quest is now accessible, and expires once Ryo meets Su 
Wenxu at Sunset Hill for the first time in the story.

Ryo fishingRyo fishing

Fishing spotFishing spot

Huang's reward!Huang's reward!
REWARD: REWARD: 

Huang's Tackle T-ShirtHuang's Tackle T-Shirt

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
This quest can be picked up from Huang Haigui. Huang owns and 
runs the tackle shop which is near to the large lake just next to the 
Man Yuan Temple. 

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
Upon speaking to Huang Haigui at the tackle shop, Ryo enquires 
about a fishing tournament hosted by Huang. Huang explains the 
rules to Ryo: “Catch the biggest fish and you win!”. There is a 3-hour 
time limit and the event starts between the hours of 12pm and 3pm, 
so make sure to head to the shop on time!

Huang presents 3 different fishing rods to Ryo to "rent". It is advised 
to pick the "Quality Fishing Set" for 50 Yuan which will allow Ryo to 
catch fish more easily. With rod in tow, head over to a fishing spot. 

There are many spots nearby to the tackle store around the lake, 
or even over by the Verdant Bridge. You may also have discovered 
hidden fishing spots around the village at which to try your luck!

Saving is recommended before accepting this quest and starting 
the tournament so that you can quickly reload and keep attempting 
the event, without spending 50 Yuan each time or waiting until the 
following day.

Once you have caught the biggest fish compared to the other 
competitors (shown at the top of the screen whilst fishing), head back 
to Huang for your reward!
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QUEST 3: QUEST 3: 
HEARTBREAK KUNG FUHEARTBREAK KUNG FU

Joy ParkJoy Park

Wei's Bad newsWei's Bad news

Wei ZhenWei Zhen

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
After playing hide-and-seek with the children around the Sunflower 
Grove, Ryo discovers a house that has been turned over by the Blue 
Spiders. This quest is accessible after regaining control of Ryo. It 
expires after Ryo collects the 6 tokens from Elder Yeh's House.

Sparring WeiSparring Wei

Yang WenliangYang Wenliang

Wei's antique offeringWei's antique offering
REWARD: REWARD: 

Blue Dragon VaseBlue Dragon Vase

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
Down at the venture area known as Joy Park, a young man stands out 
in his eye-catching red T-shirt. This is Yang Wenliang, and the quest 
begins by talking with him.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
It seems that Yang has a bit of a crush on Wei Zhen, a martial artist 
normally practising in the Sunflower Grove. He is however worried 
about his appearance, claiming to be "just skin and bones" compared 
to Wei's stronger physique.

Yang sets Ryo on an errand to speak to Wei to find out whether or 
not he has a shot with her! After asking Wei if she is looking for a 
boyfriend, Wei, assuming Ryo means himself, offers to find out how 
strong he is first by offering a sparring challenge.

After beating Wei in the spar Ryo spills the beans, but finds that Wei 
is slightly annoyed, stating that "A man who cannot talk to the girl he 
likes is no man I'm interested in".

Return back to Joy Park and tell Yang the bad news. Yang's fears 
become a reality, and his lack of confidence in himself causes him to 
give up on his dream of a relationship with Wei.

The final part of this quest is to simply return back to Wei, who offers 
up to Ryo a heirloom that has been in her family for generations. She 
must have really been impressed after that spar! Ryo also receives a 
pawnshop flyer which also shows a use for this reward item.
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QUEST 4: QUEST 4: 
FUTURE DREAMFUTURE DREAM

Mao ZHIMao ZHI

Pail Toss PrizesPail Toss Prizes

Pail toss locationPail toss location

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
This quest becomes available after visiting Ternary Spring for the first 
time, where Ryo retraces his father's footsteps by discovering the old 
tree that Iwao used to train against. It expires after you meet Master 
Sun for the first time.

Pail tossPail toss

The BookieThe Bookie

Hidden Fishing SpotHidden Fishing Spot
REWARD: REWARD: 

Mobile Crane (Capsule Toy)Mobile Crane (Capsule Toy)

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
Over at the Panda Market is young boy, Mao Zhi. He can be found 
either wandering around the market or standing outside his home a 
little ways past the pawn shop en route to Sunflower Grove.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
Zhi begins by explaining to Ryo his desire for a soccer ball. 
Unfortunately it seems that his sister won't let him buy one, even 
though he wants to become a soccer player! In his disheartened plea 
to Ryo, Zhi mentions that the Pail Toss place has one as a prize.

Intrigued and always eager to gamble, Ryo sets out to help the little 
boy get a soccer ball. Head over to the Village Square and talk with 
the Pail Toss bookie in the gambling area. This is the same guy that 
Ryo was tasked with beating up earlier in the story. To win a soccer 
ball, Ryo needs to sink a rock into the blue bucket - the furthest and 
most difficult shot. If Ryo successful lands the rock inside this bucket 
within any of his three throws, he automatically wins the soccer ball. 
Zhi will be pleased!

Head back over to the Panda Market and find Mao Zhi again. Ryo 
hands over the ball to a delighted Zhi! He offers Ryo the choice of 
two rewards: either a capsule toy or a secret fishing spot locale. The 
capsule toy is the rarest of the heavy machinery capsule set (the 
Mobile Crane) and comes with a pawn shop flyer for the Hidden 
Sandstorm skill book. The fishing spot is located just down the path 
from the Panda Market in the direction of the Hermit's Nest.
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QUEST 5: QUEST 5: 
MEDICINE DELIVERYMEDICINE DELIVERY

Elder YehElder Yeh

Road to langHuishanRoad to langHuishan

LicoriceLicorice

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
After learning about the Verdant Bridge from Wenxu Su, the pipe-
smoking old man in Sunset Hill who has some rather far-fetched 
stories from his past (explored further in a later side quest). This 
quest expires after learning the Body Check move from Master Sun.

Trifoliate orangeTrifoliate orange

PeonyPeony

chai hu rootchai hu root
REWARD: REWARD: 

Amber PendantAmber Pendant

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
This quest begins by speaking to Elder Xiuyu Yeh, the old humming 
lady who sits at the front of her home on the outskirts of the Village 
Square, preparing medicines from rare herbs.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
It seems that Elder Yeh is all out of medicinal herbs since the person 
responsible for supplying them has left town recently for work. 
In particular Elder Yeh needs to make Frigid Extremities Powder, 
which requires the use of four fresh herbs. The herbs in question are 
Licorice, Peony, Trifoliate Orange and Chai Hu Root, and the first 
clue Ryo is given is that they grow in wet places.

If you had been collecting herbs already, the Licorice, Peony and 
Trifoliate Orange may already be in your herb set inventory, since 
they can be found all over Bailu Village, with the Trifoliate Orange 
being slighter harder to find. The Chai Hu Root, however, only 
appears after accepting this quest and can be found near the cows on 
the road heading back in the direction of Langhuishan, along which 
Ryo travels with Shenhua in order to reach her home at the end 
of Shenmue 2. This path is sign-posted at the bottom of the slope 
down from Shenhua's home in the direction of Marital Hall and the 
Verdant Bridge.

With herbs in hand, head back to Elder Yeh who exchanges them for 
an Amber Pendant and tells Ryo to give it to Shenhua or sell it on. 
Since there is no option to give the pendant to Shenhua, you might as 
well bank the cash!
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QUEST 6: QUEST 6: 
MR. SU'S TALL TALESMR. SU'S TALL TALES

Mr. SuMr. Su

RYO's look of beliefRYO's look of belief

Path To Sunset HillPath To Sunset Hill

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
This quest becomes available shortly after meeting Mr. Su for the first 
time, where he reveals that Master Sun and Grandmaster Feng are 
friends who witnessed the Emperor's arrival to the village. It expires 
after collecting the six tokens from Elder Yeh's house.

LOCATED in SUNSET HILLLOCATED in SUNSET HILL

Village LegendVillage Legend

Mr. Su's Grand GestureMr. Su's Grand Gesture
REWARD: REWARD: 

Caterpillar FungusCaterpillar Fungus

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
As parts of the village start to become accessible during play, you will 
eventually be able to head to Sunset Hill. Here you will find Mr. Su, 
who will be hanging around in various spots in this area.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
After gaining access to Sunset Hill, you may now spot a familiar 
face in the afternoon: Mr. Su, with whom Ryo has already become 
acquainted. If Mr. Su came across as a little eccentric previously, the 
stories that he tells to Ryo now will certainly take it over the edge!

Mr. Su has one story for Ryo per day, and he has a total of 3 stories 
to tell. This means that after hearing a story, Ryo must wait until the 
following day to hear the next one! Be careful not to advance the story 
too far at this point, so you don't miss out on any of the stories.

The first story tells the tale of a brave young lad who single-handedly 
fought off 100 bandits who had overrun the village. That young lad 
was...Mr. Su!

The second story tells the tale of how all of the houses and temples 
that make up Bailu Village were originally single-handedly built by 
the very hands of...you guessed it, Mr. Su!

The final story tells the tale of how, instead of taking rent from the 
villagers for the buildings he provided for them, Mr. Su actually gave 
them and their land away for free. What a humble guy!
After the third and final story, speak to Mr. Su again for your reward.
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QUEST 7: QUEST 7: 
CATFISH RALLYCATFISH RALLY

White catfish spotWhite catfish spot

RED CATFISH SPOTRED CATFISH SPOT

Blue catfish spotBlue catfish spot

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
After learning that the thugs have taken over the Hermit's Nest from 
Shenhua, the second of the two fishing tournament quests becomes 
available. This quest expires after you have beaten Yanlang, the biggest 
of the thugs (whom Shenhua interrogates) at the Hermit's Nest.

RED catfish locationRED catfish location

GREEN catfish SpotGREEN catfish Spot

Fishing jacketFishing jacket
REWARD: REWARD: 

Huang's Tackle Original JacketHuang's Tackle Original Jacket

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
Like the previous fishing tournament, this quest begins from Huang 
Haigui, the owner of the Tackle Shop near to the large lake next to 
Man Yuan Temple.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
This time Huang tasks Ryo with collecting 4 stamps from 4 fishing 
locations. These stamps are obtained by catching each of the coloured 
catfish - white, blue, green and red.

White Catfish: Found in the lake next to the tackle shop. Cast your 
line into the green shrubbery in the middle of the lake.

Blue Catfish: Found in the fishing spot behind Joy Park. Cast your 
line around the large rock with the protruding tree stump at the 
bottom of a small waterfall.

Green Catfish: Found at the fishing spot in the Sunflower Grove. 
The best spot to aim for is slightly to the right of the starting position 
(almost the centre of the spot).

Red Catfish: Found at the fishing spot through the stone archway 
near to the Verdant Bridge (Tao Get Store side). Try casting around 
the right side of this spot, and good luck!

After collecting all 4 catfish, all 4 required stamps have now been 
earned and you can return to Huang who kindly rewards Ryo with 
Huang's Tackle original jacket! What a treat!
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QUEST 8: QUEST 8: 
MIRACLE MUSHROOMMIRACLE MUSHROOM

Kong mei goodsKong mei goods

XU GuOwei's HomeXU GuOwei's Home

Kong MeiKong Mei

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
Whilst becoming familiar with Master Sun's wine and bun antics, 
Ryo is tasked with catching chickens and purchasing expensive 
50-year-old Lao Jiu. This quest is available immediately after the first 
day of chicken catching, and expires when Ryo defeats Yanlang.

Linghi mushroomLinghi mushroom

stone archwaystone archway

Hidden fishing spotHidden fishing spot
REWARD: REWARD: 

Porcelain VasePorcelain Vase

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
Over at the Panda Market is a shop that's run by a rather gorgeous-
looking lady called Kong Mei! The store is aptly named "Kong Mei 
Goods", and it's here Ryo is able to obtain this quest.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
It seems that Kong Mei, of Kong Mei Goods is in a bit of a pickle. 
She has a customer who is after special rare mushrooms, known as 
Linghi Mushrooms, which are great for making medicine, but are 
hard to come by nowadays. Ryo agrees to help look for some.

Although rare in quantity, the mushroom isn't all that hard to find 
if you know where it grows! There are 4 spots around Bailu Village 
where the mushroom grows, however the easiest place to describe 
is the area that was part of the previous quest "Catfish Rally", more 
specifically when hunting for the Red Catfish. Again, Ryo needs 
to head to the stone archway that is just past the Verdant Bridge 
on the Tao-Get Store side of the river. As you pass underneath the 
archway, check on the ground and you will spot the required Linghi 
Mushroom for Kong Mei.

Return the mushroom to Kong Mei, and she offers Ryo the choice of 
two rewards; either a Porcelain Vase, or a hidden fishing spot.

The vase can be sold for 200 Yuan, whilst the fishing spot opens up 
just beyond Xu Guowei's home which was the house Ryo visited and 
found ransacked whilst playing hide-and-seek with the children. The 
fishing spot is just overlooking the river near to the house.
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QUEST 9: QUEST 9: 
GHOST BUSTER REQUESTGHOST BUSTER REQUEST

meiling and lihongmeiling and lihong

Moonlight Moonlight 
mushroommushroom

Wong MeilingWong Meiling

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
This quest opens up at exactly the same point in the game as the 
previous quest (Miracle Mushroom): after the first day of catching 
ten chickens, you can now also access this quest - they must be lucky 
chickens!

Master sunMaster sun

yang Lihongyang Lihong

Collect 5!Collect 5!
REWARD: REWARD: 

Boots (Capsule Toy)Boots (Capsule Toy)

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
This quest begins in the Sunflower Grove, and is initiated with Wang 
Meiling and Yang Lihong - two of the children from the village with 
whom you may be familiar from playing hide-and-seek.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
Lihong tells Ryo of a rumour floating around the village of the 
appearance of a ghost! Being the brave little character that he is, 
Lihong wants to go find the ghost and exorcise it. Ryo agrees, but on 
the condition that the two children head on home so he can check it 
out alone.

After 7pm, head on over to Master Sun at the Abandoned Temple. 
Sun will be casually sitting enjoying his wine and buns. You can 
continue the quest here by speaking with him. Master Sun waves 
away the notion of a ghost haunting the area, and assumes that 
perhaps the children just mistook the light of his torch for something 
else. Since Sun is out at night picking Moonlight Mushrooms to 
eat, he claims it would impact his lifestyle, so as a compromise, Ryo 
volunteers to do some mushroom hunting for Master Sun instead.

You need to collect 5 mushrooms, which can be found around the 
path heading back towards the Sunflower Grove. Try and collect 
them all before 9pm, as Ryo will automatically sleep and will need 
to wait until 7pm the following evening. After handing over the 
mushrooms, Sun agrees to not use his torch again until things settle 
down. The following day, return to the children who are satisfied that 
Ryo has taken care of the ghost and hand over a reward!
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QUEST 10: QUEST 10: 
FABLED FABRIC FINDERFABLED FABRIC FINDER

Panda pawn shopPanda pawn shop

Ye ZijuanYe Zijuan

Ding jinqinDing jinqin

QUEST ACCESSIBLE: QUEST ACCESSIBLE: 
After reaching the part of the story where Ryo and Shenhua 
interrogate Yanlang at the Hermit's Nest and ultimately save the 
stonemason Yanxin, this quest becomes available. This quest expires 
after leaving Bailu Village for Niaowu.

Special clothSpecial cloth

ternary spring signternary spring sign

Bailu Silk WeaveBailu Silk Weave
REWARD: REWARD: 

Sangha StatueSangha Statue

STARTING LOCATION: STARTING LOCATION: 
To start this quest head over to Ding Jinqin at the Panda Market 
Pawnshop. This is the building just to the right of the arcade here, 
and it's where you would go to sell your capsule toy sets etc.

QUEST SUMMARY: QUEST SUMMARY: 
Ding Jinqin at the Panda Market Pawnshop asks Ryo if he has any 
high-quality special cloth that a skilled textile worker is looking for. 
This appears to be a rather random request at first, however it seems 
Ding has been asking everyone, since it's a certain type of cloth that 
can only be found in Bailu Village. Ding tasks Ryo with trying to find 
some for him, promising a rare reward in return!

Ding doesn't know where exactly Ryo should start his investigation, 
so you will have to take your own initiative here. Luckily, you may 
have spotted some fancy looking cloth hanging near two ladies on 
route to Ternary Spring.

If you speak to Ye Zijuan there, it seems she's already familiar with 
Ryo and has heard of his heroics saving Yanxin from the Hermit's 
Nest. To thank him, she offers Ryo some of her cloth...that's handy!

Ye hands over some Bailu Silk Weave, which is exactly what Ding 
over at the Pawnshop was looking for! Return to his shop next, and 
he can't believe his eyes; he has never seen this type of cloth before. 
Being a shrewd dealer, he sticks to his promise and will now reward 
Ryo with a Sangha Statue worth 250 Yuan - maybe you could sell it 
at a Pawnshop?
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QQTT EE  
QUICK TIME EXCHANGEQUICK TIME EXCHANGE

With Eric KelsoWith Eric Kelso

Current favourite song?Current favourite song?

Star Wars or Star Trek?Star Wars or Star Trek?

Your go-to Pizza Topping?Your go-to Pizza Topping?

Are you a dog person or cat person?Are you a dog person or cat person?

If you could choose a super power, what would If you could choose a super power, what would 
it be and why?it be and why?

Favourite TV Show of all time?Favourite TV Show of all time?

If you could tell your 20 year old self one If you could tell your 20 year old self one 
thing, what would you say?thing, what would you say?

If you were forced to move to anywhere in the If you were forced to move to anywhere in the 
world besides your current location, where world besides your current location, where 
would you go and why?would you go and why?

Your drink of choice in a bar?Your drink of choice in a bar?

Finally...Finally...

KISS, MARRY, KILL - Fuku-san, Guizhang, Ren?KISS, MARRY, KILL - Fuku-san, Guizhang, Ren?

So many... But a personal favorite is Tom Waits’  “Take it with Me.”So many... But a personal favorite is Tom Waits’  “Take it with Me.”

Original Star Trek (1966-1969). My wife calls me Original Star Trek (1966-1969). My wife calls me 
“Spockirk” because I’m usually extremely logical like Spock, “Spockirk” because I’m usually extremely logical like Spock, 
but once in a while, I get emotional like Kirk.but once in a while, I get emotional like Kirk.

Pepperoni, pepperoni and more pepperoni.Pepperoni, pepperoni and more pepperoni.

Dog - golden retriever - the Buddha of animals. Dog - golden retriever - the Buddha of animals. 
Cats don’t seem to need me, so I don’t seem to need them.Cats don’t seem to need me, so I don’t seem to need them.

Teleportation - live anywhere, work anywhere, vacation anywhere anytime.Teleportation - live anywhere, work anywhere, vacation anywhere anytime.

MASH - clever, funny, serious, important and part of my childhood.MASH - clever, funny, serious, important and part of my childhood.

Invest in Apple and Microsoft.Invest in Apple and Microsoft.

New Zealand - beautiful nature, good politics, far from other countries. If younger, Spain - central New Zealand - beautiful nature, good politics, far from other countries. If younger, Spain - central 
location, great weather, dinner of tapas and wine at 11pm.location, great weather, dinner of tapas and wine at 11pm.

Oolong-hi (shochu and oolong iced tea), Guinness on tap, Japanese, Irish or Scotch whisky on the Oolong-hi (shochu and oolong iced tea), Guinness on tap, Japanese, Irish or Scotch whisky on the 
rocks, or a properly-made Gibson.rocks, or a properly-made Gibson.

KissKiss Guizhang because he wouldn’t get too emotionally attached,  Guizhang because he wouldn’t get too emotionally attached, marrymarry Fuku-san because he  Fuku-san because he 
would be very loving, and would be very loving, and killkill Ren because he would steal all my stuff, given the chance. Ren because he would steal all my stuff, given the chance.
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PUZZLE DOJO:PUZZLE DOJO:

CHOBU-CHAN HUNT:CHOBU-CHAN HUNT:  
There are 10 Chobu-Chans hidden There are 10 Chobu-Chans hidden 
in this issue of Shenmue World!in this issue of Shenmue World!

Can you find them all?Can you find them all?

ANSWERSANSWERS
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BAILUBAILU
CHAICHAI
CHINACHINA
CHI YOUCHI YOU
CHOBU CHANCHOBU CHAN
COOL ZCOOL Z
DOBUITADOBUITA
DOJODOJO
DRAGONDRAGON
ERIC KELSOERIC KELSO

FANGMEIFANGMEI
FORKLIFTFORKLIFT
GOROGORO
GUILINGUILIN
HAZUKIHAZUKI
HEAVENSHEAVENS
HONG KONGHONG KONG
IWAOIWAO
JAPANJAPAN
JOYJOY

KOWLOONKOWLOON
LAN DILAN DI
MAD ANGELSMAD ANGELS
MAN MO TEMPLEMAN MO TEMPLE
MASTERMASTER
MIRRORMIRROR
NIAOWUNIAOWU
NOZOMINOZOMI
PHANTOM RIVER STONEPHANTOM RIVER STONE
PHOENIXPHOENIX

PROJECT BERKLEYPROJECT BERKLEY
RED SNAKESRED SNAKES
RENREN
SAILORSSAILORS
SHENHUASHENHUA
SHENMUESHENMUE
WONGWONG
XIUYINGXIUYING
YOKOSUKAYOKOSUKA
YU SUZUKIYU SUZUKI

WORDSEARCH: WORDSEARCH: 
Find all the words below!Find all the words below!
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CROSSWORD:CROSSWORD:  
Solve the clues on the right, Solve the clues on the right, 
and fill in the boxes below!and fill in the boxes below!
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  AcrossAcross
1. Sam, Larry...1. Sam, Larry...
2. Tea cups forming a sign2. Tea cups forming a sign
4. Home of Phantom River Stone4. Home of Phantom River Stone
7. The one who holds the Phoenix? 7. The one who holds the Phoenix? 
11. Mother's Earth11. Mother's Earth
12. Shenhua's Village12. Shenhua's Village
13. Location of buried mirror13. Location of buried mirror
15. The Mad...15. The Mad...
16. We saved...16. We saved...
18. Disc 418. Disc 4

DownDown
1. Golem1. Golem

3. Area code 613. Area code 61
5. How ‘bout a game of...5. How ‘bout a game of...

6. The Walled City6. The Walled City
8. Father’s Heaven8. Father’s Heaven

9. Ren of...9. Ren of...
10. Guixiang’s Apartment10. Guixiang’s Apartment

14. Delin’s Brother14. Delin’s Brother
17. Name of a grape-fLavoured soda 17. Name of a grape-fLavoured soda 

19. Dragons Don’t...19. Dragons Don’t...

CLUES
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COMMUNITYCOMMUNITY
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: ERENCOMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: EREN

Eren

Hi! I’m Eren from Japan. I’m an animal lover and currently live with two dogs, one cat, and one little 
betta fish. And obviously, I’m a huge fan of video games! Also, I love singing, drawing, hand-made 
accessories, creating dolls, and many other creative things!

I first encountered Shenmue through one of the Japanese gaming magazines when the game was 
released. I was super fascinated and immediately asked my dad to get it as my Christmas gift. I’ve 
never been crazy about video games this much in my life and I was playing Shenmue 24/7 once I 
started it. My dad who doesn’t know much about gaming even noticed that it was Yokosuka in the 
game!

Ren’s hideoutRen’s hideoutShenmue TreeShenmue Tree
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I discovered Eren on Twitter, and was immediately astounded by her 
incredible talents! Firstly, I had noticed her fantastic Shenmue cosplay of 
Niao Sun, Xiuying and Chunyan. A huge amount of effort and detail had 
gone into authentically recreating these characters' clothing, with stunning 
threadwork and embroidery! I had also been following her progress on 
her Ryo and Ren dolls! These dolls also featured hand-made articles of 
clothing which, again, authentically recreated the outfits worn by Ryo and 
Ren respectively. The icing on the cake was her final batch of images, which 
showcased these dolls re-enacting certain scenes from the games! 

We hope you enjoy this little spotlight on the talents of Eren!
Please follow her on Twitter for more Shenmue content and creativity!

James Brown@echos_eren@echos_eren

SHENMUE DOLLSSHENMUE DOLLS
Now, let me talk about my Shenmue dolls here!
I’ve always wondered if a figure of Ren ever existed, 
if not then I would like to make one myself! I didn’t 
have enough skill to create a character figure from 
scratch...but then I found out that you can order 
custom Nendoroid dolls from a website called “Good 
Smile Company”. (www.goodsmile.info/en/)

It didn’t take me too much time to start working on 
my project since I’ve been staying home more often 
due to COVID-19. Firstly, I ordered 2 Nendoroid 
faces for Ryo and Ren by using Nendo Face Maker 
(www.nendoroidfacemaker.com) where you can 
create your own original custom Nendoroid face.

Nendoroid is a series of palm-sized figures with a “chibi” design Nendoroid is a series of palm-sized figures with a “chibi” design 
from various different anime series, games and more!from various different anime series, games and more!

The hair I used is from another Nendoroid character. The outfits and accessories are all done by 
me from scratch except for the shoes which I ordered from a handmade artists’ shop. I was very 
particular about embroideries for their jackets, especially for Ren which I had to redo 5 times...
Right now I’ve started to work on a Joy doll!

Eren’s Ryo and Ren dolls in the work-in-progress stage of design!Eren’s Ryo and Ren dolls in the work-in-progress stage of design!
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COSPLAYCOSPLAY
The other hobby that I love to do is cosplaying. I've 
cosplayed as Niao Sun from Shenmue 3, and also Xiuying 
Hong and Chunyan Xu from Shenmue 2. 

I usually like to go to the studios and shoot some 
cosplay photos with my friends. I've always wanted to do 
Shenmue cosplay but I couldn't really do it because my 
friends don't actually know Shenmue... However, recently 
Stay Home Cosplay has become one of the trends in Japan 
(during the pandemic period) and I've decided to cosplay 
many characters that I've always want to. I especially like 
Niao Sun above all the cosplays.

My Katherine McBride cosplay from 
Catherine (a SEGA / Atlus game) was also 
nominated for the 60 remaining contestants 

in SEGA & Atlus TGS 2020 Online 
Cosplay Contest.

Xiuying Hong

Niao Sun

Chunyan xuChunyan xu

Nozomi Harasaki
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FutureFuture

Ryo with the phoenix mirror - ren's hideoutRyo with the phoenix mirror - ren's hideout
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I've been hesitant to talk about Shenmue on 
Twitter because there are not many fans around 
me. However, my cosplay photo of Niao Sun 
on Twitter let the door open to meet so many 
wonderful Shenmue fans from all over the 
world. I've never been so happy to connect to 
these amazing people and I enjoy talking about 
Shenmue all day long! 

I was playing Shenmue 3 quite slowly so I could 
just enjoy it, since it has been 18 years since 
Shenmue 2 was released I wanted to savour it.

At first I was struggling to connect to the story 
and dig into the game, but then I started to get 
into the experience, and I really enjoyed playing 
through the DLC as well. 

This makes me more excited for Shenmue 4 now, 
when it comes to how the story will continue. 
I'm especially excited to see the final showdown 
between Lan Di and Ryo. I want to find out 
more about Niao Sun, the reunion of Guizhang 
Chen, and where Ziming Hong is, the brother of 
Xiuying Hong. I'm also curious about where the 
game will take place and also all of the new music for its soundtrack!

FUTUREFUTURE

My current challenge that I'm working on is creating a 
100% hand-made Ren figure out of clay. It's been quite 
good so far so I'm excited to share it on my Twitter soon! 
(It might even be done before this magazine is published!)

Eren’s next Ren figure, made from clayEren’s next Ren figure, made from clay

ryo in hong kongryo in hong kong

Ren’s hideoutRen’s hideout

Leap of faithLeap of faith
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The Big DipperThe Big Dipper

Ryo & Ren in KowloonRyo & Ren in Kowloon
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I’d like to say thanks to Shenmue Dojo, and Shenmue 
World magazine for giving me such an amazing 

opportunity to share my creations with everybody. It 
means a lot to me and I’ve come to love Shenmue 

even more than before!

And last but not least, thank you to all of the fans 
for reading this article! Please feel free to say hi to 

me when you find me on Twitter! (@echos_eren)
Eren x
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Thanks so much to Thanks so much to 
Eren for her wonderful Eren for her wonderful 

Shenmue World feature!Shenmue World feature!
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Artist: MichArtist: Mich

RYO PORTRAITRYO PORTRAIT
@devilrnaycry@devilrnaycry michmaydrawmichmaydraw

FAN ARTFAN ART
There really is an abundance of Shenmue fan art that has graced the community over the last 20+ years, and I 
would love to use it all to fill the following pages with. Obviously that would be pretty crazy and would likely fill 
thousands and thousands of pages, so we’ll have to settle for a smaller section here for each issue. The art I’ve 
selected is just a small taste of the talent that’s out there from various artists, and these chosen pieces are ones 
that I had just happened to have stumbled across in recent months. I realise in trying to curate a section of fan 
art that I can’t possibly keep track of everyone’s work, and the pieces which I have used are from artists that I’ve 
been fortunate enough to be able to contact and receive permission from. If you would love to see your work in a 
future issue, please get in touch with us - everyone and every piece is welcomed! We hope you enjoy the following 
outstanding pieces of Shenmue art, and if you do like what you see, then please go give these artists a follow on 
their social media accounts, which will be shown (if available) in the name plates below the artwork.

James Brown
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XIUYING CROQUISXIUYING CROQUIS
@r@r__wuyingwuying Artist: MatsumotoArtist: Matsumoto
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NAKAMURA-CHANNAKAMURA-CHAN
@r@r__wuyingwuying Artist: MatsumotoArtist: Matsumoto
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SHENHUASHENHUA
@r@r__wuyingwuying Artist: MatsumotoArtist: Matsumoto
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Artist: SliverofsandArtist: Sliverofsand

DANDELIONSDANDELIONS
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Artist: SliverofsandArtist: Sliverofsand

EXPLORING THE CAVEEXPLORING THE CAVE
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Artist: UalexartArtist: Ualexart

TOP: JOINED AT THE HIPTOP: JOINED AT THE HIP
BOTTOM: FISHERMAN’S FRIENDBOTTOM: FISHERMAN’S FRIEND

ualexartualexart
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Artist: UalexartArtist: Ualexart

FIRE PHOENIXFIRE PHOENIX
ualexartualexart
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Artist: Junichi okuharaArtist: Junichi okuharacecieartofficececieartoffice

ABOVE: TIGER VS. DRAGONABOVE: TIGER VS. DRAGON
LEFT: IT’S RAINING YENLEFT: IT’S RAINING YEN

WEBSITEWEBSITE
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Artist: LEONEL SOARESArtist: LEONEL SOARES

RYO & SHENHUARYO & SHENHUA
MS PAINT COLLECTIONMS PAINT COLLECTION

@playlifex@playlifex PlaylifexPlaylifex
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Artist: AruArtist: Aru@shenmuefan@shenmuefan_ _ aruaru

HOW ARE WE HOW ARE WE 
EVEN FRIENDS?EVEN FRIENDS?
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Artist: aoi syouArtist: aoi syou

ABOVE: FOR MY FATHER...ABOVE: FOR MY FATHER...
LEFT: STORMING THE CASTLELEFT: STORMING THE CASTLE

@aoi@aoi__kumakumakumakuma
WEBSITEWEBSITE
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One of the many people I've met for real through the Shenmue series is a guy called Paddy. Over the past few 
years we've become really close friends, and also visited on a few occasions. I'm very thankful for friendships like 
these, arising purely from a shared interest. Paddy is truly a character, and upon putting pen to paper as it were 
to get Shenmue World off the ground running, I knew I had to get him in the magazine somehow! Being quite 
a well-travelled person, he has visited both Japan and China many a time. He was even present for the 2018 
Shenmue 1 & 2 launch event actually held on Dobuita Street in Yokosuka on Xmas day - now that's dedication! 
So I thought it would be neat to see his take on this area, one of a Shenmue fan's bucket-list locations for sure. I 
hope to bring Paddy back again in a future issue, following Ryo's journey to Wan Chai in Hong Kong. Enjoy!

James Brown

As someone who is no stranger to 
nerdy pilgrimages, whether it was 
the journey to Tom’s Restaurant as 
a Seinfeld fan, the trip to Binion’s 
Casino as a poker addict, or the trek 
to the DMZ as a North Korea 
nut, nothing compares to taking those 
first steps onto Dobuita Street.
For a typical excursion it’'s normal 
to look around and think ‘hey, that’s 
what’ I’ve seen on T V’ or ‘oh yeah, 
I’ve read about that’, but Yokosuka 
is different: there is a distinct and 
vivid sense that you’ve been there 
before. It’s a testament to the world 
Yu Suzuki created that walking 

around a small town on the opposite side of the planet can feel like 
you’re returning home.
I’ve been lucky enough to visit Dobuita on a few occasions and 
Shenmue undoubtedly captures the essence of this quirky naval 
community. The minute you arrive, it’s nostalgia overload.
However, anyone reading this magazine will know this, and will 
know all about the Shenmue pilgrimage. If you haven’t been there 
yourself, I’m sure, like me, you’ll have binged all of the YouTube 
vlogs and online blogs showing off the comparisons between the 
real-life location and in-game footage.
So, instead of dragging you across ground you’ve already covered, 
what I’d like to do is try to share some pictures of Yokosuka I’ve 
yet to see online. Hopefully these will be new to you too and 
shed some more light on just how much attention to detail was 
implemented in Shenmue.

PADDY’S PILGRIMAGE: YOKOSUKAPADDY’S PILGRIMAGE: YOKOSUKA
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For instance; when walking 
around the suburban areas just 
off Dobuita street, the would-be 
Sakuragaoka, you will notice the 
houses have the names of the 
residents outside the property. 
Perfect for helping old ladies 
find the Yamamoto house.

Could these be the 
steps that take you back to 
Sakuragaoka? The route 
you take when all you want 
to do is hang in the You 
Arcade all day.

Here’s a shot of the warehouses 
on the harbour. From this view it’s 
easy to imagine Ryo breaking all 
kinds of health and safety regulations 
with a pre-work forklift race. If only 
Fuku san had more money in his 
piggy bank, then Ryo wouldn’t have 
to risk his life to save for a ticket to 
Hong Kong.

While you’re on break, why 
not go see if you can get some 
information out of the fishermen 
on the harbour? They seemed 
happy so I assumed Goro 
hadn’t been bothering them.
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It turns out the Mad 
Angels still gather at 
the harbour, and they 
don’t just hang out at night. 
They’re much friendlier 
in real-life though, I think 
Nozomi could take them.

If you’re looking for 
Charlie and you’ve 
been told Sailors hang 
out in bars, you don’t 
have to look too hard to 
find out when they’re 
open. Just like you’d 
see outside Heartbeats 
bar, in real life Dobuita 
street, you’ll see a lit-
up sign giving you the 
opening hours. Meet 
you for a milk at 5pm?

Found ‘em! They’re 
everywhere! It was only after 
I stayed overnight on a Friday 
that I understood why Ryo 
would have been apprehensive 
about going to Dobuita after 
dark. It was full of drunk and 
rowdy sailors. Perhaps a bit 
much for a stoic 18-year-old 
Japanese lad, but great fun 
for an alcoholic Londoner.
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The last time I was 
fortunate to visit Dobuita 
was for the IGN Yokosuka 
fan meetup in December 
2018. The event was 
packed with over 100 
people from Japan and all 
over the world. Yokosuka 
City went above and 
beyond to make it a day 
to remember. Never has 
it felt more like stepping 
through the screen into 

Shenmue than when you spot in-game characters standing on the 
street. Kurita san looks right at 
home outside of this jacket store.

The event had a Tomato 
Mart style raffle. 
“Especially since you bought 
merchandise”. I guess beer 
counts as merchandise… 

There is nothing better than meeting fellow Shenmue fans.
There are not enough pages in this magazine to describe what 
it actually feels like to visit this place as a fan of Shenmue, it’s 
something you need to experience yourself, but I will say it is a 
must for anyone who backed Shenmue World. Every time I 

leave, I just want to 
go back. 

If the world ever 
returns to normal the 
Shenmue Dojo should 
organise a group 
excursion to the place 
where it all started. If 
they do: I’ll be there!
- Paddy Fuller -
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See you next issue!

See you next issue!



CREDITS:CREDITS:

Shenmue World logos and text created by James Brown.
Shenmue Dojo logo created by Peter Campbell.
Shenmue Dojo 20th Anniversary logo created by Jibby.
All original Shenmue Artwork is taken from various press kits made available to the press for use in publications.
All in-game screenshots taken by James Brown and Shenmue Forever. Guilin images taken by James Brown & enhanced by Shenmue Forever.
Various edited artwork also created by Shenmue Forever.
All fan art and directed social media / websites used with the consent of the original creators and owners.
Photographs sourced from relevant online sources that this magazine replicates.
No copyrighted logos used, unless shown on original box art from the personal collection of James Brown, or part of community members' logos.
Website screenshots in History Section taken by James Brown and Peter Campbell from the original online published article, and original 
images from the Wayback Machine, with update edits by James Brown. Article written by Peter Campbell.
QR codes generated with owners' consent using QRCode Monkey.
Various online images used to replicate the look and feel of certain Shenmue features, e.g. stack of books: images free to use, no license required.
Various fonts used with consent from original creator, or permitted for personal use.
Various "mock" advertisements created by Shenmue Forever, and edited by James Brown.
All real-life collection images taken by James Brown from his own personal collection.
Product images from Limited Run Games Collectors Editions and Vinyl / CD collections used with permission from Josh Fairhurst.
Some game details taken from ShenmueDojo.com, who in turn referenced "Shenmue Wiki".
Most assets used are simply screenshots cut out to create a transparent object, e.g. the item rewards in the Shenmue 3 Side Quest Guide.
Photos and images used in the Eric Kelso interview section, were provided by Eric Kelso with his consent.
Ed Lomas and Dennis Publishing provided permission to reprint the high quality scan of the original Official Dreamcast Magazine Shenmue 
article (with manual copyright captions applied). Ed Lomas gave permission to use his photo and additional comments.
Puzzle Dojo puzzles created by James Brown.
Backer names provided via survey by said Kickstarter backers.
RyoX ShenWave Collection Vol. 1 created in collaboration with RyoX. All images & music created by RyoX and supplied for distribution.
Comics provided with permission from Keith Rowsell and Shensun. Shensun used in-game Shenmue 3 screenshots to create "Trust & Betrayal".
Shenmue 3 Side Quest Guide written by James Brown. Images created by James Brown from in-game screenshots.
Community Spotlight with Eren: all photos and images provided by Eren. Article written by Eren.
All photos for Paddy's Pilgrimage provided with consent for use by Paddy. Article written by Paddy.
Magazine mock barcode created by James Brown as a Shenmue Easter Egg.
All extras accompanying this magazine were created with permission of original creator / owner.
All content featured is used with permission or considered fair use.
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Shenmue Dojo is:
James Brown - Co Owner

Matt Oliver - Co Owner ~ Thanks so much for the extra support and guidance!
Araviel, Jibby, LemonHaze, Sonoshee, Shensun, Xatruio - Staff

Special thanks to everyone who works tirelessly each and every day at Shenmue Dojo.

Special thanks to all of the amazing Shenmue communities! We fought tirelessly together to keep Shenmue alive, and it is down to everyone's 
combined forces that we were able to make Shenmue 3 a reality. Everything you do is appreciated and does not go unnoticed. We'll see this 
through together to keep Shenmue alive for many more years to come, be it through Shenmue the Animation or Shenmue 4 and beyond!

Special thanks to all the readers of Shenmue World. With your help and incredible support this magazine actually exists. It's my honour to be 
able to create something special for each and everyone of you.

A special thank you to all of the contributors! It's been a joy to work with you all, you are lovely people and your Shenmue creativity and talents 
are truly inspirational!

And finally, a big thank you to my wife for single-handedly bringing up my daughter whilst I stayed up until the early hours of the morning 
working away on this project! :)....Thank you so much to everyone!

- James Brown

Shenmue World is a fan-created, fan-curated, 100% unofficial Shenmue fan magazine.
shenmueworld.com

@SkillJim
Editor-in-Chief

& Writer

@phantom_river
Writer 

& Proofreader

@ShenmueForever
Artwork

& Guidance

@kohji_nakazawa
Cover Artwork
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功
Everyday, without neglect, 

to keep training...

GON




